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Foreword
We are in the Fourth Industrial Revolution and heading towards
the Fifth one. The first industrial revolution came with the advent of
mechanization, steam power and water power. The second industrial
revolution revolved around mass production and assembly lines using
electricity. The third industrial revolution came with electronics, I.T.
systems and automation. The fourth Industrial Revolution is a combination
Systems. This combination of systems makes smart factory a reality.
IR4.0 describes the growing trend towards automation and data
exchange in technology and processes within the manufacturing industry.
The fourth industrial revolution also relates to digital twin technologies
that can create virtual versions of real-world installations, processes
and applications.
University of Technology & Applied Sciences (UTAS) always stands
ahead in equipping the students to face the industrial revolutions and
inducing their inbuilt capabilities to be leaders in the next industrial
revolution. As a means of achieving the goals, the Information Technology
department is taking initiative for the fourth consecutive year, in
collaboration with its stakeholders.
As a part of this initiative, the Students National Symposium for the
Industrial Revolution 4.0, initiated by the department and organized by the
students took place on 26th & 27th May 2021. Living in the era of IR4.0, the
students are the champions to revolutionize the technological advancements
and capable of organizing more such events and UTAS gives such wonderful
opportunities whenever possible.

SNSIR40
SNSIR40 Foreword
Foreword

of cyber-physical systems, the Internet of Things, and the Internet of

The symposium is an open avenue among all students from both
public and private higher education institutions across Oman to present
their research. It provides great opportunities to exchange their brilliant
research ideas and projects in the form of papers and posters and many
other forms also. This symposium also provides the students and the faculty
as well to interact with experts in the field and popular personalities both
from academia and industry.
This year 2020 – 2021 also was a year of online activities and
this symposium motivated both students, faculty-members and industrial
experts in a big scale and well received. The participants presented papers
and posters that covered topics including IoT, Block Chain, Covid 19, and
Networking.
The symposium this year received overwhelming response as usual.
Against more than fifty papers presented in the last symposium, this time,
there were seventy-one papers and twenty-five posters presented in the
symposium. All presenters received participation certificates. The best
presentations received medals and appreciations together with certificates.
This symposium is an output of the collective efforts of students,
faculty and staff of various departments of University of Technology and
Applied Sciences. We express our sincere gratitude to everyone who
contributed their part and satisfied their roles sincerely and successfully to
make the event a grant success. Our special thanks are due to the guidance
and directives of the office-bearers of the symposium. We would like to place
our thankful hearts in the hands of the Heads of various departments,
Program Chairs, Committees and Reviewers and everyone involved.
My Best Wishes,
Dr. Huda Salim Hamdan Al Shuaily
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assemblies because of the continuing pandemic situation. Although online,
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Research Papers
[
[1]
1
]

Title of Paper: IoT based Smart Data center environment monitoring system
Author(s): Sharifa Ismail Al Belushi, Maryam Abdullah Al Shihi,
Hifaa Sulaiman Al Omairi, Ali Ismail Al Ajmi, Vijaya Bhaskar Reddy.
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Shinas

Abstract: Internet of things is becoming more and more popular day by day due to its numerous advantages. IoT is
about extending the power of the internet beyond computers and smartphones to a whole range of other things,
processes, and environments. IoT allows businesses and people to be more connected to the world around them
and to do more meaningful, higher-level work. Presently, there is no system is used to monitor temperature,
humidity, fire, Air pollution and motion detection for Data center Server in UTAS-Shinas. Based on this real-world
problem we are going to develop a smart IoT based smart Data center room environment monitoring system. This
system is going to monitor the temperature and humidity, fire, Air pollution and motion detection inside the server
room with the help of sensors. In our project, we are using Raspberry Pi with different sensors to monitor
temperature, humidity, fire, and motion detection with the help of Grove Pi kit and Cisco PL-APP. The components
are used in this project are Raspberry Pi with Wi-Fi modules, GrovePi+ sensors, and open-source Twilio and Gmail
accounts. Firstly, we can monitor server room temperature and humidity by using DHT 11 sensor and we will display
it on 16*2 RGB LCD. Secondly, we are going to monitor fire by using Flame sensor and to detect the movement in
the server room by using motion sensor with relay. Thirdly, we are going to air pollution monitoring sensor to
monitor the air pollution. At the end, if there is any incident happens or temperature in the server room reach the
threshold level and there is any fire accident occurs as well as air pollution increases our system is going to send
an alert message to email and phones to the competent authorities as well as it will alert the security and others
with Alarm sound. Finally, we use Things speak cloud to store our all-sensor information and visualize the
graphs. Form these graphs we will generate reports of Datacenter environment for more than a year and based on
these graphs we will interpret and analyze the sensor data and give future directions.
[2]

Title of Paper: Web browser Forensics - Forensic Analysis of Chromium-Based Browsers
Author(s): Mooneesah Abeer Fatimah
Affiliation: Majan University College, Muscat

Abstract: Today world without internet has become unimaginable. Internet has emerged as an essential tool which
is used for day-to-day activities. Web browser an essential application, used by majority of the users which connects
users to the internet. As internet users are increasing, cybercrimes related to the internet have increased. Criminals
target browsers to commit crimes related to internet. Collection and analysis of browser artifacts is important as
browser provides ample information to reconstruct browsing history. Hence, forensic investigators have a particular
interest in browser forensics. The aim is to perform forensic investigation and analysis of privacy of chromium web
browsers using various forensic tools. This paper answers the following questions: Do chromium browsers delete all
incriminating evidence after being closed out? Are all these chromium web browsers private as claims are made?
How much useful information do these browsers retain? Apart from that, three analysis tools are used FTK Imager,
HxD and Bulk-extractor for in-depth investigation. The paper contains a comparison of these tools to find out their
effectiveness. The results show that data was still retrievable using various forensic tools and artefacts folder
locations were found to be nearly identical among these browsers. The most possible reason for this similarity despite
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of functionality difference is that they are built on the same open-source chromium browser platform. Despite the
similarities, Brave browser is the only browser which is most secure among them. Among three analysis tool, bulkextractor is best as it contains all browser artifacts together. So investigators can use HxD to check for files and for
further analysis Bulk-Extractor can be used. The outcome of this research will serve to be a significant resource for
law enforcement, computer forensic investigators, and digital forensics research community.
[3]

Title of Paper: VPN Application
Author(s): Ghaida Al-Riyami, Balqees Al-Barram, Arun Kumar
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Muscat

Abstract: VPN can be used in large companies or individual. This project is generating a secure channel data
transmission which can encrypt the channel data and get private channel build it with point-to-point to run it in our
University to give the staffs and students a privacy while they are browsing and keep their data secure. They can
access by using their username and password of the University. In this project will produce VPN application using
Visual Studio 2019 software and it supports C# programming language with point-to-point at the last will install it in
any browser to be able to use it. VPN tunnels help to secure online user activities, it can hide sensitive information
from malicious activities that can happen on the channel, which is not secure, also VPN can mask the IP address and
hide the location of user who is using a VPN is a software that can be added services or application to be extension
in to any browser that provides extensions such as Google Chrome, Firefox, and Opera also it can be opened in
incognito window. We have used NordVpn as a server to help us in connect with our project and we install three
servers (US, UK, Switzerland) and one server (Romania) as a default to be connect. The purpose of having many
servers to have a backup server to connect to vpn when the default server is failed. It can be also as desktop
application (.EXE file) and it will encrypt the system and browser with point-to-point connection.
[4]

Title of Paper: New Frontier and Emerging Trends on Social Media in Recruitment and Hiring
Author(s): Yousuf Al Sandi
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Salalah

Abstract: In the recent era of technology, social media is the new frontier in recruitment, selection and hiring. Both
job seekers and organizations are embracing the fact that leveraging social communities in job recruitment realize
their goals in getting a top notch job for right candidates. Social media is a goldmine of information making it very
lucrative, effective, efficient and promising to recruiters, managers and job seekers. However, there are also risks
associated with the ease, availability and accessibility of data in social networks, thus cautious measures are taken
into consideration. The whole paradigm shift that favors individuals and organizations associated with factors in
specific areas that this study would like to identify. This paper has literature reviews with respect to related
international journals available from various sources, and secondary data collected from organization in the form of
survey reports for decision making process.
[5]

Title of Paper: Online Banking Fraud by Phishing Email Detection and Prevention
Author(s): Kathiya Rashid Dhiban Alhinai, Ghayadah Thani Hamed Al Maharbi
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Muscat

Abstract: A phishing email is a fraudulent act used as an impersonation to obtain information, and you may receive
an email from a bank asking you to confirm its details and add information claiming that the user must update
personal information online. Using online banking has increase these days, and it will increase more, the banks and
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the people prefer it because it easy for them to transfer money or do online payment. According to this, the online
fraud increased. To reduce the online banking fraud, we will implement a tool which will help the users to detect and
prevent the phishing e mail by different ways. People should follow some tips to avoid or prevent online banking
fraud, how the system can spot a phishing email, phishing email examples, and case studies. Also, we design a
flowchart and block diagram of how our tool works and train it in a dataset with some algorithm in the system and
tested if it phishing or legitimate email also we added a user table Our tool will be very helpful to all users who are
using online banking. In our project, we are designing a tool that detects phishing emails by using artificial
intelligence. In conclusion, we investigated phishing email tool in online banking fraud and how to design it in
comparison to other tools. We recommended using an email phishing tool. The tool that we will create in chrome
extension detects and warns you about fake emails by downloading them in the chrome extension and directly
detecting them. We a create diagrams and flowcharts to demonstrate how our system tool works and to detect using
an artificial intelligence algorithm. Our tool is superior to other tools because, most tools require payment, which is
not available as an extension, whereas in our tool, we will attempt to do so as a plugin and for free. We strongly
suggest creating a new tool to obtain new features from new raw emails to improve the accuracy of spotting phishing
emails and to keep up with the growing number of them phishing strategies. (Akinyelu & Adewumi, 2014).
[6]

Title of Paper: Emerging Application of 3D Printing Technology during COVID-19 Pandemic and
Its Role in Medicine.
Author(s): Amani Abdullah Sulaiman AL Hosni
Affiliation: Muscat College, Muscat

Abstract: Background and aims: COVID-19 (Coronavirus) pandemic has affected almost all countries and has made
a significant effect on the available healthcare facilities and treatment systems. There is a requirement for the
introduction of various advanced technologies to tackle various problems related to this viral pandemic. Industry 4.0
is also known as the fourth industrial revolution, which consists of advanced manufacturing and information
technologies, to fulﬁl the customized requirement of different areas of the human being in lesser time. 3D printing is
already emerging in the medical ﬁeld for the manufacturing of customized part from the input of CAD digital ﬁle.
This can quickly revise the previous version of the product in lesser time and cost. It helps in the design and
development of ventilator parts as per the required shortage.
[7]

Title of Paper: Acceptance of Online Shopping of Food during COVID-19
– A Descriptive Study to Identify the Characteristics of Consumer
Author(s): Hanin Yousuf Abdullah Al Amri, Hasanaa Hassan Said Al Mahrouqi, Amira Salim
Abdullah Al Mashari, Vinu Sherimon
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Muscat

Abstract: At the beginning of 2020 in Oman, Coronavirus (COVID-19) began to spread, and within a short period,
many places, including restaurants and some shops, were closed. In this situation, people were forced to shop online
because they could not go to the market, and these problems always affected both parties, sellers, and buyers. This
research aims to study the acceptance of online shopping of food during COVID-19 in Sultanate of Oman. In this
research we have used an online questionnaire to collect information from Omanis to know their views on shopping
foodstuffs online. We used non-probability sampling (Purposive sampling) as we target the residents of the
Governorate of Muscat from among the other governorates of the Sultanate of Oman. Around 500 responses were
collected from different people in Muscat. We analyzed the results and our major findings include that compared to
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males, female customers were found to be more satisfied in using online shopping and age does not have any impact
on the satisfaction level of online food shopping. We recommend developing more online applications for shopping
and to try the online shopping of food, particularly to avoid gatherings and crowd in the supermarkets.
[8]

Title of Paper: Student’s Experience of E- learning during the COVID-19 Pandemic
Author(s): Wiaam Said Hamed Al Musallami, Wafa Salim Hamood Salim Bani Saad,
Al Anood Yahya Sulaiman Al Nahdi, Vinu Sherimon
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Muscat

Abstract: The Pandemic of COVID-19 has become a global health issue that has had a huge effect on education. All
the learning strategies were unexpectedly altered and were delivered online by distance learning. E-learning is a new
form of education, and in different universities and schools, this form has become a primary learning tool. The
pandemic of the coronavirus has prompted us to have several quarantine steps that have also influenced
conventional classroom education and centered on online learning. Some would wonder if the adoption of online
learning would continue throughout this pandemic, and how this transition will affect the duction market, with this
sudden shift in teaching environments. The aim of this study is to gather data on how students who take courses
online can move from traditional learning to e-learning. The aim is to recognize the academic difficulties of students
and anticipated side effects on their personal health during distance learning in Oman, and to use this knowledge to
advise activities that can be introduced during this crisis that may affect the health of the student.
[9]

Title of Paper: Design and Development of a Smart Fire Extinguisher System
Author(s): Amani Kalifha Nasser Al Qannubi, Bashair Jamil Mohanna Al Makhmari,
Fatma Sultan Hamed Al Dawdi, Vishnupriyan Sethumadhavan
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Sohar

Abstract: Fire accidents are common, undesirable occurrences endangering human lives in addition to resulting in
economic losses. The danger is more pronounced when there is no body available at the site and a fire happens. It
would be helpful if there exists an automated system that can help firefighting, without requiring human presence
at the site of the fire. This project aims at developing such a smart fire extinguisher system, that is operable using a
smartphone application from anywhere. Thus there are two distinct parts to the design- the hardware part that
includes a movable trolley that carries the fire extinguisher and additional mechanisms required to operate the
extinguisher. These mechanisms include: a screw jack enabling the up-down motion of the extinguisher, a turntable
providing angular motion of the extinguisher, mechanism to press the extinguisher handle and a camera. Design
specifications of these elements are obtained using standard design procedures and calculations, considering
constraints. For each element of the system, several possible designs are generated and the best one selected using
standard techniques of Quality Function Deployment. The software part of the system includes Arduino programming
for driving the motors, development of a smartphone application and the synchronization of the fire sensor with the
smartphone application. To the functional end, upon the occurrence of fire, a signal is sent to the user. The user, even
if away from home, can activate the system from the smartphone application. The application has tabs meant for
each direction of motion desired. Using these like a joystick, the activity can be controlled and the user can watch
the process in real time. With lesser cost and simple design, it is hoped that the proposed system would be of immense
help in the unfortunate event of a fire.
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[10]

Title of Paper: Smart Energy Management with Blockchain and IoT
Author(s): Shurooq Al-Shuhoumi, Aysha Al Shamsi, Marya Alalwi
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Ibri

Abstract: Two recent developments in the global energy market warrant the application of the Blockchain and the
Internet of Things (IoT) technology. First, IoT based smart meters and smart home appliances have been proposed,
and to some degree deployed, to track and efficiently manage energy consumption in different industries and for
consumers. At user level, smart appliances will give users more control over his/her energy consumption. At an
aggregate level, smart meters give energy providers greater insight into users’ energy consumption behavior. It has
been also used to mitigate energy theft and to give users more control over their energy consumption. Secondly, the
blockchain technology has been proposed to effectively integrate the growing peer-to-peer trading of renewable
energy in mainstream energy resources. Implementing blockchain into the peer-to-peer energy trading mitigates the
risk of tampering with energy readings and eases the load from a centralized grid, which makes it deployable at a
large scale. The aim of this paper is to give a comprehensive review of the use of blockchain and IoT technology for
energy management. This review will look at the deployment from different angles to cover most related aspects in
the applications.
[11]

Title of Paper: Bio-Metric Based Communication System during Emergency Situation
Author(s): Amira Abdullah Al Jaafariya, Sumaiyh Mohammed Bani Oraba, Ramesh Palanisamy
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Ibra

Abstract: Today in the current global scenario, the prime question in every girl's mind, considering the ever-rising
increase of issues on people harassment in the recent past is mostly about her safety and security. This paper suggests
a new perspective to use technology for people's safety. We propose an idea, which changes the way everyone thinks
about people's safety. A day when media broadcasts more of people's achievements rather than harassment, it's a
feat achieved! Since we (humans) can't respond aptly in critical situations, the need for a device that automatically
senses and rescues the victim is the venture of our idea in this paper. We propose to have a device, which is the
integration of multiple devices, hardware comprises of a wearable “Smart band” which continuously communicates
with a Some component like GPS and GSM that has access to the internet. The application is programmed and loaded
with all the required data, which includes Human behavior and reactions to different situations like anger, fear, and
anxiety. With the help of all electronics devices store the information to the controller which can operate the system
automatically with intelligence. Also, it has fingerprint each finger have function such as, pinky is used for sea
problems, Ring finger used for healthy problems, Middle finger used for missing persons, Index finger used for
accident and Thumb used for burning.
[12]

Title of Paper: A Study on Social Psychology Implications and Academic Performance Among
Undergraduate Students in Muscat
Author(s): Alshifa Mohamed Al Harthi, Omar I.
Affiliation: CBFS, Muscat

Abstract: Academic performance is one of the problems faced by undergraduate students in college. This study
clearly shows the factors which faced students on academic performance, and the best methods which students
prefer to score good marks. Wetzel (1993, 1998) found that there is a strong link between social behavior and
academic performance. The researcher has used a Quantitative research design. This paper has been conducted to
measure and assess undergraduate students on their academic performance and social psychology whether they are
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satisfied. Two sources of data have been used in this research, primary data through the questionnaire with 17
questions and it has different questions, in secondly data the sources taken through the website, articles, research
papers. Therefore, the data was collected through an online survey and distributed to 7 colleges in Muscat-Oman.
The number of respondents 181 from different age and year of study at college, as the response rate of 72.4%. As
well as the data analyzed by using software (Statistical Package for Social Sciences, SPSS), and both single variables,
cross table, and double variables have been tested also chi-square been applied in this research. After ANOVA shows
there is no significant different in mean through levels of education. Also, chi-square test on gender with factors
influencing respondents’ academic performance show there is a significance and there is a relationship between
gender and the influencing factors. The research shows the excellent result and meeting the objective of the study.
[13]

Title of Paper: A.I Based Air Quality Monitoring System for Smart Cities
Author(s): Ayah Saif Salim Al Maqabalia, Shama Said Salah AL Jabri,
Amani Sultan Nabhan AL-Risi
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Shinas

Abstract: One of the most disturbing concerns in big cities is the air quality level, where air pollution has caused extra
deaths a year in Europe and 8.8 million worldwide. Air pollution causes more extra death a year then tobacco smoking
even though smoking is avoidable, but air pollution is not. The World Health Organization emphasized that 97% of
cities in low- and middle- income countries with more than 100 000 inhabitants do not meet World Health
Organization (WHO) air quality guidelines. Because of poor air quality, potential increases in health risks such as
possibility of stroke, heart disease, lung cancer, asthma and others as well, indispensably need to install an air quality
monitoring system in major big cities to ensure the air is not contaminated in consequences of air pollution
temperature will also raise our proposed system will also monitor the temperature and humidity level continuously
and this information can be shared with authority and decision makers as well as to the public through smartphones,
it will bring awareness, where the smartphone app allows people to monitor real-time data of the current air quality
level in the area. Hence, through these implementations, better quality of life can be achieved.
[14]

Title of Paper: Cipher Encoder and Decoder Tool
Author(s): Bushra Said Al Musallami, Bayan Mohammed Al Wahaibi
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Muscat

Abstract: Protected file sharing is the method of digitally sending documents in a way that prevents unauthorized
users from accessing shared information. There is a difference in the nature of the data shared may be important,
confidential, and sensitive data and may be files of less importance. End-to-end encryption is a secure way for
protecting this data during the exchange process. This paper is divided into three chapters. First chapter provides a
brief background about securing file share and exchanging the passwords. It illustrates the problem of sharing files,
Aim and objectives, and the significance of the project. The second chapter covers the literature review. It includes
overview on cryptography system and developed types of cipher. It shows the difference between symmetric and
asymmetric encryptions and their various algorithms. Also, it discusses about the applications using end-to-end
encryption file share and how share the key securely while exchanging process. Third chapter will cover whole project
design of how will protect passwords and keys from being stolen during share process. In details, sending files from
the sender side to receiver side securely. In addition, it will be explained different mechanisms for encrypting
passwords and keys. To make the password more complexity, the length of the password will increase by adding the
graphical password using DAS (Draw a Secret). This method is a scheme for selecting and entering the password by
drawing on a 2D grid. And to provide more secure layer the passwords will encrypted by OAEP (Optimal Asymmetric
Encryption Padding). It is a padded value in the cipher text, which is added to the cipher text after performing the ⊕
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operation using the hash function. Also, RSA (Rivest-Shamir-Adelman). This project gathering features from different
applications using end-to-end encryption with secure layers. The process works with the two symmetric and
asymmetric algorithms to protect the passwords, keys, and the file share. This project aims to consider the successful
exchange of these requirements between the two parties and reduce exposure from attempted theft.
[15]

Title of Paper: Face Mask Detection System with Temperature and Capacity Control
Author(s): Anaam Sayeda Fatma
Affiliation: Waljat College, Muscat

Abstract: COVID-19 pandemic has impacted entire humanity in one way or another. Businesses are constantly
maintaining their existing infrastructure to be more usable, efficient and safe for employees and customers. In this
crisis, it is necessary to have advanced analytics apps and services in place in order to reduce the risk. Face masks
and social distancing have become important tools in the current battle against COVID-19. In this paper, I aim to
design a system that detects whether a person is wearing a mask or not. The face classifier is designed in such a way
that it can detect any face present in the frame, irrespective of its alignment. The face mask detection classifier is
trained on Image Data using Keras and TensorFlow as backend. Sequential API of Keras is used to build the
Convolutional Neural Network of the system and experiments performed on Face Dataset obtain the mean training
accuracy of 99.87%. Live Webcam Video stream is used to detect the face. The means to alert the authorities is
implemented in real time. The trained mode is engaged and generates accurate results of presence of masks or not.
In addition, extra features such as temperature detection and capacity control to detect number of people entering
a place are planned to be added. The temperature detection features combines thermal and visible spectrum cameras
to detect people and measure their skin temperature in contactless manner. Capacity control system uses libraries
such as NumPy, OpenCV and Imutils. To conclude, a complete and comprehensive system will be built keeping in
mind ease of use and accessibility. This system will help to reduce the spread of COVID-19 and flatten the curve.
[16]

Title of Paper: Extended Reality (XR) in Education A Review of Challenges and Future
Opportunities
Author(s): Amr Abdelazim
Affiliation: University of Sains, Malaysia

Abstract: Extended Reality concept encompasses the three technologies combined (augmented, virtual, and mixed
reality) into the amazing Extended XR technology. Technology is constantly accelerating in producing the best tools
that contribute to expanding human choices and making their lives easier. Besides, technologies produced by
purification companies and research centres are used to employ them in a framework that allows more interaction
among students, consolidate concepts, and make learning more enjoyable and beneficial. This paper reviews the
literature on the use of extended reality techniques in education, in terms of challenges and opportunities. The
current research attempts to review the challenges facing education which preventing the advantage from the
applications of (XR). The most important future opportunities for employing this promising technology in educational
programs, and how can be improved to achieve their objectives were reviewed.
[17]

Title of Paper: DiabApp – Hybrid Transfer Learning Neural Network using Multiple
Image Recognition Pretrained Models
Author(s): Aleena Acca Benny, Aparna S, Arunima T A, Christine Mariam Joseph, Nisha Joseph
Affiliation: Saintgits College of Engineering, Kerala, India
9|Page
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Abstract: Diabetics has escalated in almost every part of the globe. Healthy eating is one of the main strategies for
controlling diabetics. It is a common opinion that appropriate modifications and monitoring of food intake can assist
in proper management of diabetes coupled with weight management as well as the control of both blood glucose
and plasma lipid levels. Intake of fruits and vegetables at an adequate amount can lead to many health benefits. But
in some cases, like that of diabetic patients, before consumption we have to make sure if he/she can have that
vegetable or fruit. So here the problem is to clarify and quantify how the intake of a particular fruit/vegetable affects
the patient’s health, blood glucose level in this scenario. As a solution, we are proposing “DiabApp”, that will assist
diabetics patients to decide whether to consume this unpacked food (fruits or vegetables) and give valid reasoning
to this suggestion. Even though there are numerous applications that help diabetics patients in maintaining diet and
exercise, an app that suggests to us which food is good and which is bad for our health and why are extremely rare.
This can be made possible by creating a hybrid transfer learning neural network using multiple image recognition
pretrained models. Existing methods do not provide satisfactory results in such classification and recommendation
tasks. There are only a few sites which provide nutrient information of food items. The future scope of this system is
that it can be implemented not only for diabetics but for almost all non-communicable lifestyle diseases such as
cholesterol, increase in sodium level and so on. The introduction of such apps will help many in the medical field as
well helping patients to know better about the unpacked food items that they should consume.

[18]

Title of Paper: “Network Attack Detection”
- A Comparative Study of Three Supervised Machine Learning
Author(s): Hanan Al Kitani, Al Hamza Munther
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Sur

Abstract: Attack detection gains continuous interesting while many applications emerge on the different kinds of
networks with obfuscation techniques. Supervised machine learning used widely to determine the accurate and fast
classifier to detect the attack traffic. In this paper, we introduce a comparative study focusing on three common
supervised classifiers namely: Support Vector Machine (SVM), Random Forest (RF) and C4.5. The study offers
comparative results in two different factors are accuracy of classification and processing time. The implementation
results of simulation and comparisons show that C4.5 achieved high percentage of classification accuracy faster over
different benchmark datasets compared to the rest two tested classifiers.
[19]

Title of Paper: KARSHAK
Author(s): Asish Rony Kurian, Febin Roy, Jerome Mathew, Jomin Liju, Justin Mathew
Affiliation: Saintgits College of Engineering, Kerala, India

Abstract: Agriculture is a livelihood for majority of people in the world. For decades, agriculture has been associated
with the production of essential food crops. But now agriculture plays a critical role in the entire life of a given
economy. Agriculture is the backbone of the economic system of a given country. In addition to providing food and
raw material, agriculture also provides employment opportunities to a very large percentage of the population. In
developing countries like India most people’s main source of livelihood is farming. About 70% of people rely directly
on agriculture as a livelihood. Agriculture in India is undergoing a structural change leading to a crisis situation. The
rate of growth of agricultural output is gradually declining in the recent years. The relative contribution of agriculture
to the GDP has been declining over time steadily. The performance of agriculture by crop categories also clearly
indicates the slowing down process of agriculture in India. The onset of deceleration in agriculture began from early
nineties and it became sharp from the late nineties. The trends in the area, input use, capital stock and technology
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also reflect the agricultural downfall and the farmer’s response accordingly. It is alarming that India is moving
towards a point of no return, from being a self-reliant nation of food surplus to a net importer of food. All these
trends indicate that the agricultural sector in India is facing a crisis today. It is argued that the root cause of the crisis
was that agriculture is no more a profitable economic activity when compared to other enterprises. It means that
the income derived from these activities is not sufficient enough to meet the expenditure of the cultivators. And
therefore, unless agriculture is made a profitable enterprise, the present crisis cannot be solved. Another important
factor that leads to the degradation of agriculture is the lack of technological implementations in this field, even
though countless advancements has been made it is not readily available to people on a daily basis. As a result, the
crops are not giving yields properly. Moreover, the young generation not coming to this field has given significant
evidence that there will be food shortages in the future. So we must try ways to attract young people to agriculture
like a hobby so that our society could be a better place. It could help to bring social interactions among people and
thus, helping us to create a better society. To Achieve these goals, we plan on creating a smart agricultural system
“KARSHAK” that can be used for helping the farmers to overcome the problems they face to a great extent. We are
using cutting edge machine learning techniques in agricultural sector for disease detection and also planning on
creating an e-commerce website with will be integrated with special features helping the farmers to overcome a
handful of problems. Another important goal is to nurture farming attitude in the society by providing an assistance
through a chatbot.
[20]

Title of Paper: Deep Vision Based on Road Defects Detection System
Author(s): Rahma Al Ghafri, Rayyan Al Kiyumi
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Sohar

Abstract: Deep Learning based research attains major attention in recent years. Traditional road maintains is hard
task if not applied automation. In the Sohar port & SFZ, road maintenance department collects the road fault data
and maintains it manually using the human factor, but the current methods of detecting road defects have many
disadvantages, such as they are inaccurate, especially since early cracks are difficult to detect with the naked eye as
they take a lot of time, labor force intensity and safety risks related to them. Therefore, in this project we use modern
technologies (Drone, Python, Tensor flow) that allow monitoring the condition of these roads, and work on their
maintenance periodically more efficiently. In this paper, first phase is to collect road images in Suhar Port & SFZ
consisting of 80 Km of roads that require special care because of its importance to the port. After collecting images,
finally, develop a deep learning-based system that automatically collects road defect data using (drone) technology
that analyzes roads image using TensorFlow and detects defects accurately and early which may have potholes, fade
of road marking paint, surface deformation, surface defect and cracks. The system will train the collected data like
the total area and the number of defects and their location using deep learning so that appropriate measures can
be taken in advance and reduce costs and disadvantages of traditional inspection methods.
[21]

Title of Paper: Deep Learning Based Fake News Detection System
Author(s): Al Shima Mohammed Said Al Nasseri, Shurooq Said Khamis Al Abri, Umar Sathic Ali
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Ibri

Abstract: Fake news has become a serious threat to the prosperity and security of a nation. Sultanate of Oman has
recently witnessed many fake news stories such as the spreading false reports on the spread of pandemic. The
problem of tackling the fake news has gained much attention in disseminating the news stories online. The popular
social media platforms such as face book, and tweeter are being used to spread misleading or unreliable content in
the form of news articles, videos and posts. As a result, the regulatory bodies in government and news agencies are
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in great distrust to overcome this issue with the help of software tools. These software tools can aid regulatory bodies
to speed up the verification process for the content that has been circulated in social media. Motivated by the
consequences and impact of such fake news on society and at individuals, this paper aims to propose a state-of-art
fake news detection system for text-based data and evaluate its relative performance with other classifiers developed
for this purpose.
[22]

Title of Paper: An Ensemble Predictive Model Based Prototype for Machines Maintenance
in Petroleum and Gas Factories
Author(s): Saud Hamed Amur AL-Riyami
Affiliation: University of Technology, Malaysia.

Abstract: Nowadays, there are a highly competitive among organizations and companies to increase production,
operational efficiency, ensuring employs safety and reduce the operation cost to drive them to achieve a better
financial result (Nangia, Makkar, & Hassan, 2020). Oil and gas industry consider one of important economic sectors
in the world that because it is the first source of energy in the world (Ngu, Philip, & Sahlan, 2019). The manufacturing
of this part of energy faced many challenges in exploration site and production workplaces for both power source oil
and gas. One of these challenges is increasing risks like injuries and accidents. Furthermore, the failures and
breakdown of the production equipment will be increased that can make a massive bad affect in the factory's
operation. Recently, emerging technologies of fourth industrial revolution playing a big role to support oil and gas
corporates to avoid these challenges and achieve their economic goals. Predictive maintenance (PM) is a new
technique which use many types of Industry 4.0 technologies like big data, internet of things (IoT), cloud competing
services and artificial intelligence (AI). PM technique can monitor and detecting the machine failure system before it
done that can save repairing time and maintain system availability.
[23]

Title of Paper: Acceptance of Blockchain Technology in Education Sector and how its play
Effective and Secure Role in Education
Author(s): Marwa Saif Ali Naseer Al Khadouri, Fatema Abdallah Said Al Bahri,
Iman Adam Mohammed Al Zadjali, Vinu Sherimon
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Muscat

Abstract: Blockchain technologies have brought tremendous revolution in many industries. Since education is the
main pillar in every country, the effect of blockchain technology in the field of education has had a positive impact
and this field has many benefits such as storing data in a permanent, reliable and without distortion of data. Many
authorities have relied on it to verify the correctness and reliability of the data, such as verifying the validity of
academic certificates, especially electronic ones. In addition, blockchain technology protects data from academic
fraud and falsification of official data for educational institutions, so we can say that the benefits of blockchain
technology in the field of education is enormous. However, many sectors still maintain their backward idea towards
this technology for fear of losing data because it depends on electronic devices and still uses traditional systems. This
research includes many points that discuss the benefits of using blockchain technology in the field of education and
the applications that depend on it. The results show that the use of blockchain technology in the field of education
has many benefits that contribute to the development of education and the credibility of educational documents.
Data are saved and secure from any manipulation that may be exposed to from any side, because the blockchain
technology is of great importance in the field of education. But some are still afraid of this technology and still prefer
working on traditional systems to ensure that no information is lost, although the advantage of this technology is
originality, reliability, credibility, transparency, and security.
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[24]

Title of Paper: MED-CHAIN Personal Medical Records Management
Author(s): Aalap Sam Jacob, Ashish Shaji, Naveen B, Jayasankar V, Tibin Thomas
Affiliation: Saintgits College of Engineering, Kerala, India

Abstract: We live amidst an abundance of data; data is constantly reshaping the face of technology by creating
insights and by elevating standards. With abundance in data there also arise an abundance of concern about the
security of these data, especially sensitive data like personal medical records [1] . As of now there doesn’t exist a
system that allow individuals to access their own personal medical records predominantly. The current system is a
centralized database where the pre-dominant access over any medical records lies with the hospital. This system is
totally unfair as it doesn’t allow the individuals to monitor their own medical records and could be prone to any sort
of manipulation by the organization. In order to tackle this problem, we propose to use a distributed ledger
(blockchain) instead of the existing centralized database to manage personal medical records [2]. The main
advantages of our proposed solution are improved data security, transparency, immutable and tamper proof. The
platform to be used is Hyperledger Fabric, which is a permissioned blockchain framework [3]. The different players
in our system are Patient, Doctor, Hospital, Pharmacy, Government Authority and Insurance Provider. Also,
additionally we plan to include an organ donation system as well. All these players in the system are connected using
the blockchain network. Each of them has separate privileges regarding the login, sharing and accessing of medical
records. These access control lists are initiated when any of these participants login to the system, and the
corresponding privileges are evoked. So, finally we get a system that handles electronic health records in a secure
and transparent manner.
[25]

Title of Paper: OCR - TEMEIM (Tell Me What I Miss)
Author(s): Asma Khamis Salim Al Shibli, Rahma Ali Abdallah Al Maqbaliya
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Shinas

Abstract: OCR stands for Optical Character Recognition. It is a widespread technology to recognize text inside images,
such as scanned documents and photos. OCR technology is used to convert virtually any kind of image containing
written text (typed, handwritten, or printed) into machine-readable text data. Character recognition is a process
which allows computers to recognize written or printed characters such as numbers or letters and to change them
into a form that the computer can use for further processing. The first step of OCR is using a scanner to process the
physical form of a document. Once all pages are copied, OCR software converts the document into a two-color, or
black and white, version. The scanned-in image or bitmap is analyzed for light and dark areas, where the dark areas
are identified as characters that need to be recognized and light areas are identified as background. The dark areas
are then processed further to find alphabetic letters or numeric digits. OCR programs can vary in their techniques,
but typically involve targeting one character, word or block of text at a time. Characters are then identified using one
of two algorithms: Pattern recognition- OCR programs are fed examples of text in various fonts and formats which
are then used to compare, and recognize, characters in the scanned document. Feature detection- OCR programs
apply rules regarding the features of a specific letter or number to recognize characters in the scanned document.
Features could include the number of angled lines, crossed lines or curves in a character for comparison. For example,
the capital letter “A” may be stored as two diagonal lines that meet with a horizontal line across the middle. Our
project is an application that helps people with low vision, and those who cannot see to read or cross the road, but
still, they play their role to make this word a place to live and learn.
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[26]

Title of Paper: Object Tracking System
Author(s): Horiya Khalfan Al Busaidi
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Nizwa

Abstract: This report presents the design of an object tracking system using LoRa technology. An object tracking
system is a technology that many individuals and organizations can use to view an object's location. The place is
projected into a map using coordinates obtained through a GPS tracker that operates using satellites to send the
user's current location. We use LoRa as means of communication of IoT Devices. LoRa provides low power
consumption and long-range destination. LoRa32u4 chip which connected physically with GPS module will send the
current location through radio frequency to the gateway which will receive location data and send them to a web
app. The web app primary function is to insert the object location in MySQL database. The end-user devices, via a
mobile application, will display the data to the end user. The whole system consists of LoRa Node, one LoRa gateway,
a web app, and Java mobile application to display data to the end user.
[27]

Title of Paper: Identification of A Fraud Investigator in a Digital Forensics Investigation
Using Blockchain
Author(s): Kelin Mariyam Kennedi, Kiran Jacob Varghese, Sandeep Sajan, Sandra Elsa Saji,
Hari M.
Affiliation: Saintgits College of Engineering, Kerala, India

Abstract: Crime is on the rise in today's world and with the integration with the digital world a whole new aspect to
crime is open. With the rise in crime, the number of investigations at various fronts is necessary to bring the culprits
to justice. Digital forensic investigation is one such branch of these investigations that has been increasingly popular
and mandatory for providing justice. One of the problems that hinders the efficient execution of the investigation is
possible the tampering of evidence. In digital forensics, it is digital evidence. Tampering of such evidence can lead to
wrong judgments and erroneous accusations and can lead the investigation to be inaccurate. It is a serious offence,
and the culprit needs to be recognized before being dealt with. The current system in place is able to identify the
team or the agency responsible for the discrepancy but recognizing the individual that is the true culprit is almost
impossible. The solution we propose is to integrate Blockchain to record and store the changes during an ongoing
investigation. The chain of custody can be determined easily if only authorized people are allowed to access, and the
record of the accessing is being stored. This helps in maintaining the integrity of the digital evidence that is vital to
an investigation. The creator creates the blockchain after collecting the necessary evidence. The investigators on the
job are allowed to access this evidence for further analysis after providing their ID for recording who is accessing the
evidence. Only the creator will be allowed to delete the evidence. The integrity of the evidence is preserved because
Blockchain is immutable. This solution aims to help aid investigations to move on the right track with the accurate
evidence to prove the accused guilty or not guilty. It helps to supervise and observe that none of the investigators are
indulging in any malpractices.
[28]

Title of Paper: Factors Affecting the Adoption of Smart Garden in Oman
Author(s): Rawdha Hilal Ali Alkindi, Juhaina Ali Said Al Omairi, Saba Said Hamed Al Dhahli,
Maryam Ali Al Hinai
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Muscat

Abstract: Home gardens in Oman are exposed to many agricultural problems, which may be due to people ignoring
them and their lack of interest in them, lack of sufficient experience, or due to weather and climate factors. Smart
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garden is part of the Internet of Things that provides a suitable and healthy environment for plants to grow and
increase their production. Benefits of Internet of Things (IoT) technology reached our homes. The smart garden
includes a set of advanced technologies that aim to improve current agricultural practices, such as expanding and
enhancing production efficiency and the quality of agricultural products by solving the problems of the agricultural
field and irrigating plants specifically at a more efficient level than traditional methods, by creating a set of solutions
The advanced technology that depends on the Internet of Things (IoT), which works to detect the level of humidity,
measure the temperature, and thus provide water for a specific amount for each plant (Nasseri, 2020). Moreover,
IOT sends data from the sensors to the associated application in the devices of the responsible persons who monitor
Specific details and statistics of what is happening. The added benefit of these systems if they were applied in the
most accurate circumstances and techniques, is that they can improve the quality of the farming sector by reducing
hard work, time, and improving performance. Besides reducing the consumption of water which will result in saving
natural resources. But in the other hand beside the development of technology and new innovations which are our
focus of the research, and also other innovations, There are still people, farms, societies or countries who are working
in traditional agriculture especially Indigenous people and Societies, Most of them doesn't have knowledge about
these smart solutions, or they may know about it but doesn't want to apply it for their specific reasons which can be
common for several people, These reasons will be figured out and discussed alongside with considering Farmers
Technology Acceptance Model(FTAM) further in the research. according to Korea Rural Economic Institute research:
“awareness of the utilization of ICT technology by farmers remains extremely low” (Yoon, DongsupLimb, &
ChangheeParkc, 2020).
[29]

Title of Paper: Transparent and Genuine Charity Application (TAGCHAIN)
Author(s): Aneena Ann Alexander, Abin Sojan, Akruty Bang, Amal Shaji, Feno Sony
Affiliation: Saintgits College of Engineering, Kerala, India

Abstract: In the modern world, philanthropy helps in economic growth as well as social capital. The charity
organizations with primary aim of social welfare and philanthropy play vital role in this sector. On the other hand, a
series of scandals have rocked the way that the public perceives the typical charity, and trust in charitable
organizations. It's no coincidence that headline grabbing scandals in the world of philanthropy coincided with the
decline in faith toward these organizations. The media stories about charity scandals during Kerala flood have also
reduced the level of trust in charities around the state. Charities face declining donations among the young,
increasing skepticism over CEO pay and concerns about where donations end up. At the same time, they struggle
with inefficient, underfunded administration, often can’t direct aid adequately and frequently see the most
vulnerable and needy miss-out. Essentially, the term charity has been used and abused, and much of the public is no
longer willing to take charities’ word as bond. Student National Symposium IR 4.0, University of Technology & Applied
Sciences, Muscat Page 2 So, we intend to aid in this sector by bringing in an application named Tagchain that involves
transparency and reduced cost of transferring of fund. In the application we gave priority for transparent and genuine
transaction, so we are using Blockchain technology as the integral part of the system. Blockchain technology could
help resurrect the images of charities willing to adopt its services. By minimizing administrative costs through
automation, providing more accountability through traceable giving milestones, and allowing donors to see more
clearly where their funds are going, blockchain may help restore some of the lost credibility to charities that prove
worthy of the public’s trust. The Blockchain build trust with donors, recipients, and other stakeholders reach the right
people and improve administration costs and efficacy. Show donors the difference their donation makes, acquire
funds rapidly through crowdfunding and hand control to the people you help. Some application using the same idea
are Justgiving, Charity navigator, Givewell, Feeding America. In addition to these applications from solving existing
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problems, blockchain solutions can enable charities and nonprofits to deliver results in entirely novel ways that would
be impossible without the blockchain. It provides a direct means of distributing aid, ensuring direct reach to intended
person. From the project, we are trying to build an alternative fund transaction system for charity purposes.
[30]

Title of Paper: Enhancement of Business Intelligence Systems: A Reflection
Author(s): Wray Nathan Maglalang Andres, Lilibeth Reales, Vikas Rao Naidu
Affiliation: Middle East College, Muscat

Abstract: Smart technologies are deeply rooted in almost every commercial organization in present days. No wonder
if the intelligence systems are affecting various decision systems which, in turn, proved to be beneficial in monitoring
the market trends and predicting the future of business. One prime aim of implementing business intelligence systems
in commercial sector is to monitor the progress and learn from the analytics. The results are very useful in feeding
back to the operations to improve the next cycle of production or in another words, business. During these operations,
a large amount of dataset is generated, and these datasets are crucial for data mining and for business analytics.
Artificial intelligence (AI), when coupled with Business Intelligence Systems (BIS), provides new dimensions to the
automation of business operations and its prospects. BIS involves major techniques such as Data Mining, Querying,
Data Preparation, Reporting, Benchmarking, Descriptive Analysis, Statistical Analysis and Data Visualization. The
paper is still ongoing and will have future updates regarding methodologies and sampling techniques. This research
paper reviews various such prospects for the implementation AI along with BIS to increase the profit of any business
organizations. By the end of this review paper, authors have provided their recommendations for the successful
implementation and operations. In conclusion, Business Intelligence is very useful and effective in data mining and
its data analysis for a company. Combined with Artificial Intelligence and machine learning it can be very effective in
giving a company great data insight; enabling a company to make decisions that are predictive rather than reacting
based on past outcomes.
[31]

Title of Paper: Covid 19 Outbreak Analysis
Author(s): Krupa Baby, Rinku Mariyam Easo, Rose Anna Sibi, Sara Mariam Varghese
Affiliation: Saintgits College of Engineering, Kerala, India

Abstract: The aim of our project is to design a website that manages the covid19 data in an efficient manner and to
create a live dashboard to monitor the spread of coronavirus disease. The website collects covid19 data from
hospitals and covid cells. These data are separated and displayed to the government authorities according to their
respective roles. By analysing the entered data, the website provides live updates of covid-19 to the people. A
prediction bar is created based on the daily statistics. Since the details of the hospitals are updated in the website, it
will be easier for the people in the Taluk office to refer the patients to other hospitals that contain more
accommodation facilities. An online token booking is provided for covid tests and patients can view their result
through our website. The main beneficiaries are the Covid authorities and the people. The design of the user interface
is done using the bootstrap framework and react library in VSCode. The data collected are stored in MySQL database.
[32]

Title of Paper: An Innovative Approach for the Fashion Business in the Sultanate of Oman
through E-Commerce during COVID-19 Pandemic
Author(s): Huda Al-Mandhari, Vikas Rao Naidu, Aparna Agarwal, Karan Ajit Jesrani
Affiliation: Middle East College, Muscat

Abstract: Fashion in Oman in the past focused on traditional dresses as it has several styles across the country. Each
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rejoin has its own unique style, in terms of the details of the fabric or the size and the length of the dress. As the years
passes women in Oman started to explore the fashion from other countries and adopted it to wear it in their weddings
and parties. The growth of e-commerce (online business) in Oman is noticeable though out the years. As in 2006 the
government of Sultanate of Oman began to e-payments. Later, some applications were launched in Oman for the
food delivery along with mobile apps. And now because of COVID-19 as all people around the world people in started
to use online shopping more. And that what made the business owners who already have their own boutiques to
start a new online channel and to increase the sales and to have a safe business for the customers. This research
paper proposes a 3D interactive application for readymade and tailoring orders where the customers can visualize
the products from all the dimensions. The purpose of this research is to provide an easy platform but a very interactive
one, to the customers do not to have to physically visit the shops / boutique and to be able to customize the products
from the mobile application itself before placing the order. In order to know potential user’s opinion, a survey was
conducted, and more than 50 responses was received. Majority of them are in favor of this kind of implementation
because it will be very useful for them. This project will be also useful for the business owners as its a time saving
tool. They don’t have to keep the products ready; they can just design them and share it online. Once the customer
orders the products, they can start preparing it physically. And hence this will provide a very safe and economical
solution especially during COVID-19 pandemic.
[33]

Title of Paper: A Study of Smart Health Monitoring System for Covid-19 Quarantine Patients
Author(s): Hamed Mohammed Bahajaj, Sundus Salim Al Yafai, Nithesh K.N
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Salalah

Abstract: The global Coronavirus pandemic has spread to 187 countries and territories, infecting more than 4.17
million people. Most countries, especially those with a high number of cases, are struggling with a shortage of
hospital beds and facilities to meet every patient with the virus. Many of these cases who are infected with the virus
may not get the medical care they need, especially those with mild to moderate symptoms, who are left alone for
home quarantine. It is necessary to monitor them because of the characteristics of this novel disease, which may lead
to sudden and life-threatening changes in their health. Social distancing and quarantine are now standard practices
that have been implemented around the world since the outbreak of the novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19) in
2019. Due to full acceptance of these standard control practices, frequent hospital contact visits are not encouraged.
This paper discusses a solution to this problem - a smart health system that monitors suspected cases and patients
in home quarantine. The main aim is to employ an IoT based smart health system that can help to provide better
reachable link between doctors and quarantine cases with the objective of better observing the health parameters
and also evaluating important health specifications like oxygen level in blood, blood-pressure and body temperature
regularly for speedier consultation and diagnosis. This will have the effect of reduced burden on hospitals and
paramedical staff. The main purpose of using IOT is to monitor patients remotely, while ensuring that patients
continue to receive the medication and the care they need, without overwhelming the health system. This will also
help isolated people’s vital physiological needs being routinely monitored to improve their health. This paper aims to
find out how this smart system can improve the new type of quarantine health care program by focusing on observing
the quarantine Covid-19 cases offsite. This will help us in protecting the health care crew also by remotely monitoring
the infected patients with the crew being able to monitor the patients by using various sensors that will be attached
to the body of the quarantined people and using IoT mechanism can update their health status at all times. These
involve reading the blood oxygen level, temperature and blood pressure of the patient, which will also enhance the
quality and time taken for decisions in critical situations.
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[34]

Title of Paper: Exploring the Acceptance of Online-Food Delivery Applications in Oman
Author(s): Khalfan Sulaiman Khalfan Al Busaidi, Rashad Ali Rashid Al Hamhami,
Taif Ahmed Said Al Mudhaffar, Maryam Al Hinai
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Muscat

Abstract: Although Online-food delivery applications were established in Oman before Covid-19 pandemic, they have
boomed during the crisis. This research investigates restaurants owner's acceptance of such applications. The study
took place in Muscat and it was conducted using survey method to obtain responses from our 26 targeted restaurant
owners. The study reveals a positive impression towards online-food delivery applications as most of the responses
came back with satisfaction from using these apps. According to the owners, they are enjoying the benefits of using
the applications (e.g., increased income, customer trust … etc.) and they are intending to continue using them even
after the pandemic ends. The data was collected and analysed using a quantitative approach in accordance with the
research methodology. Aside from the approach used, the primary aim of this study was to determine the level of
technology acceptance among restaurant owners' perspectives specifically during the covid-19 pandemic. The
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) was also used in the research paper to be more specific. This study utilized an
online questionnaire. To obtain the descriptive statistics analysis.
[35]

Title of Paper: Students Experience of MS Teams during the COVID-19 Pandemic
Author(s): Afnan Sulaiman Moosa Al Mandhari, Maisa Sulaiman Abdullah Al Hashmi,
Salma Salim Said Al Bulushi, Vinu Sherimon
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Muscat

Abstract: In the second semester of the academic year 2019/2020, the status of education in Oman changed after
the Ministry of Health decided to shut down schools and colleges due to COVID-19 pandemic. Due to this situation,
the learning platform shifted from the conventional classroom to online learning. As a result, there has been a
growing drift among the teachers and students to use various online platforms and portals one of them is Microsoft
Teams. In this research we explore the student's experience using Microsoft Teams during COVID-19, the problems
faced by the students during the online classes, the difference between traditional classes and online classes, and to
know the advantages and disadvantages of using MS Teams. We used a questionnaire to gather large volume of
data from 155 students in various colleges and schools in Oman. We used the Voluntary Sampling method to select
the study participants. Major research findings include recording lectures by the teacher would allow more students
to be absent, students who watch the recorded videos score better marks compared to the others, shy students
perform better in online classes than the traditional offline classes. Our recommendations are developing the Internet
around the country and supporting other people who cannot afford to have good Internet connections. Moreover,
we recommend taking courses online to learn more about online teaching and the application. The research will
benefit all the universities in Oman to understand how the students felt about the MS Team during the online
education.
[36]

Title of Paper: COVID-19 Impact on the Business Sector
Author(s): Qussay Salah El Din Ahmed Abou Draz, Salwa Abdulghani Abdulwahad Al Balushi,
Abdul Malik Said Ahmed Al Qasmi
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Muscat

Abstract: Besides its danger to people’s health, economic and social upheavals threaten the livelihoods well-being of
many people. COVID-19 is severely affecting institutions, economies, and worldwide supply chains, including labour
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markets, leading to extensive business upheavals. The major purpose of this research was to help businesses that
have faced a decrease in their income during COVID-19 by discovering solutions that other large companies have
taken to increase their income. The sample size of this research was 20 business companies in Oman. Furthermore,
the online survey is used as the questionnaire and which was the primary data to collect the information related to
the difficulties that those companies have faced during the pandemic, the actions that they took to protect their
employees from being affected by COVID-19, and the steps that they followed to prevent this pandemic. The analysis
emerged Several themes, first mass closures have happened. In our sample, most business owners strongly agree
that due to the COVID-19 many businesses have been closed. Second, 40 percent of businesses faced a reduction
between 20% and 50% in their profit. Third, 45 percent of business owners variegated their sales channels like emarketing, sales, delivery services as a solution to stop the reduction that they are facing in their profit. Fourth, many
owners have reduced working hours and asked workers to work with low payment. However, many problems a lot
of companies have faced, such as a decline in sales, lack of salaries for workers, lack of profit and more.
[37]

Title of Paper: Covid-19
Author(s): Mona Qasim

Abstract: Coronaviruses is a common virus family known to cause a range of diseases ranging from mild respiratory
infection to severe pneumonia. There is also another type of corona virus include MERS-Corona virus and SARSCorona virus. SARS-CoV was identified in 2002 as the cause of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS). MERS-CoV
was identified in 2012 as the cause of Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS). SARS-CoV2 is a novel coronavirus
identified as the cause of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) that began in Wuhan, China in late 2019 and spread
worldwide. These coronaviruses that cause severe respiratory infections are zoonotic pathogens, which begin in
infected animals and are transmitted from animals to people like SARS-CoV spread from infected civets to people,
while MERS-CoV spreads from infected dromedary camels to people. While SAR-COV2 (covid-19) it's under study
some scientists they said its spread from infected bat. That bat was injected by corona virus and was under studies
in laboratory and then fly away and someone eat it and spread the disease. And some scientists said when scientists
were doing researches and studies and that lead to form corona virus which is a biological mistake. And by mistake
leaked from laboratory. Until now the source of covid-19 is unknown. The target of corona virus is until now unknown
and not clear, but due to the new England journal of medicine that coronavirus disease 2019 (Covid-19) interface
with the RAAS through angiotensin-converting enzyme 2(ACE2), an enzyme that physiologically counters RAAS
activation. The interaction between the SARS viruses and ACE2 has been proposed as a potential factor in their
infectivity. After the initial engagement of SARSCoV-2 spike protein, there is subsequent down-regulation of ACE2
abundance on cell surfaces. Continued viral infection and replication contribute to reduced membrane ACE2. Downregulation of ACE2 activity in the lungs facilitates the initial neutrophil infiltration in response to bacterial endotoxin
and may result in unopposed angiotensin II accumulation and local RAAS activation which mean dysregulation of
ACE2 may mediate acute lung injury. That show also people who infected show their blood test that they have high
blood level of cytokines, chemokines IL1-β, IL1RA, IL7, IL8, IL9, IL10, basic FGF2, GCSF, GMCSF, IFNγ, IP10, MCP1,
MIP1α, MIP1β, PDGFB, TNFα, and VEGFA. However, nowadays (COVID-19) represents the causative agent of a
potentially fatal disease that is of great global public health concern. Based on the large number of infected people
and every day the number is increase and increase around the world. The first cases were reported in December
2019. From December 18, 2019 through December 29, 2019, five patients were hospitalized with acute respiratory
distress syndrome and one of these patients died By January 2, 2020, admitted hospital patients had been identified
as having laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 infection, less than half of these patients had underlying diseases,
including diabetes, hypertension, and cardiovascular disease . These patients were presumed to be infected in that
hospital, likely due to nosocomial infection. It was concluded that the COVID-19 is not a super-hot spreading virus
(spread by one patient to many others), but rather likely spread due to many patients getting infected at various
locations throughout the hospital through unknown mechanisms. In addition, only patients that got clinically sick
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were tested, thus there were likely many more patients that were presumably infected. As of January 22, 2020, a
total of 571 cases of the 2019-new coronavirus (COVID-19) were reported in 25 provinces (districts and cities) in
China. The China National Health Commission reported the details of the first 17 deaths up to January 22, 2020. On
January 25, 2020, a total of 1975 cases were confirmed to be infected with the COVID-19 in mainland China with a
total of 56 deaths. Another report on January 24, 2020 estimated the cumulative incidence in China to be 5502 cases.
As of January 30, 2020, 7734 cases have been confirmed in China and 90 other cases have also been reported from
a number of countries that include Taiwan, Thailand, Vietnam, Malaysia, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Cambodia, Japan,
Singapore, Republic of Korea, United Arab Emirates, United States, The Philippines, India, Australia, Canada, Finland,
France, and Germany. And now on 14/4/2020 most or all of the country infected by the corona virus and the number
of infected people exceed 1.9million and it is nearly to exceed 2 million if not controlled. And the number of death
exceed 126thousand around the world. To test for COVID-19, a health care provider uses a long swab to take a nasal
sample. The sample is then sent to a lab for testing. If you're coughing up saliva (sputum), that may be sent for
testing.
[38]

Title of Paper: An Intelligent Voice Enabled Web Portal for Visually Impaired Persons
Author(s): Kawthar Mohammed Al Omrani , Aisha Mahmood Al Mazroi, Kumar Mohan
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Shinas

Abstract: Nowadays, blind people face difficulties in living a normal way and there is a misunderstanding about the
type of their disability. For example, most of them cannot find reading material and suitable textbooks are not
available for them. In addition, the Internet has become an important performer for acquiring information and
knowledge that includes various elements such as text, graphs, and numbers for their learning process. However,
visually impaired people cannot use the internet and cannot be educated easily as they are unable to see links on
web pages. Through this project, we have created an application to make the lives of the blind easier. This application
has feature that using intelligent voice, so it can convert speech to text and read it, it can do the opposite and give
response by voice. It will navigate the blind people in which page they are by intelligent voice and if they want to
read it will give available languages and reading speech. They can also enter username/password as voice input, the
system will convert, read it and it will check if it is correct or not. Moreover, it can be use by general people, it is
possible to them to send audio or write text. In short, blind people can use the application and practice their normal
life without embarrassment with others by giving a voice command, and the program will translate it and give
response. They will have chance to access the World Wide Web by browsing the Internet, checking, sending and
receiving e-mail, searching the Internet and listening to the search content just by giving a voice command to the
system.
[39]

Title of Paper: Financial Technology Innovation and Financial Performance of Islamic Banks
Some Evidence from Oman.
Author(s): Rabie Khair Nnas

Abstract: Nowadays, the world witness a great impact of the fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) in many aspects of
life including social, political and economic development. It is characterized by emerging of technology. This
technology development has remarkable effects and enforced the financial industry including Islamic banking sector
to be more innovative and digitalized. This study aims to investigate the relationship between the financial
technology innovation and profitability of Islamic banks operating in Sultanate of Oman. We used the primary data
through the questionnaire and secondary data was obtained from the annual report of two full-fledged Islamic
banks and six Islamic windows. The study covered the period of 5 years from 2015 to 2019. We measure the
profitability of these banks and windows by using the ROA (the banks’ net profit before taxation divided by the total
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assets) and ROE (the banks’ net profit before taxation divided by the total equity) ratios. the financial technology
innovation was indicated by Number of Islamic debit and credit cards issued by Islamic banks, e-banking and mobile
banking to income generated from Islamic banking, Number of new Shariah compliant financing facilities,
Maintenance cost of Islamic debit and credit cards and Margin generated from Islamic debit and credit cards.We
used the SPSS and PLS software to analyze the data and draw a conclusion.The study concluded that despite of the
necessity for the Islamic banking sector to cope with the growth of technology, the adaptation of new financial
technology services from these Islamic banks and windows is still in its infancy. Thus, the study recommended that
the Islamic banks, windows’ managers, and decision makers should put more efforts on developing new financial
technology products that compliance with Shari’ah rules and principal that fulfil the needs of customers and facilitate
the Islamic banking services. Moreover, should upgrade the knowledge and skills of the Shari’ah supervisory board’
members to be able in creating new financial technology innovation that compline with Islamic shari’ah.
[40]

Title of Paper: The Impact of Solar Water Pumps for Modern Irrigation and Economy in
Sultanate of Oman
Author(s): Manal Abdallah Al-Hattali, Gnana Rajesh D.
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Al Musannah

Abstract: In Oman and other nations, agriculture is a highly demanding energy market. For a number of activities,
including land preparation, seeding, irrigation, and harvesting, among others, electrical and mechanical power is
required in agriculture. In addition, the availability of consistent and reliable energy resources is needed through
water pumping and distribution through irrigation systems. In the agricultural sector, the water-energy nexus is
instrumental and any rise in demand in any one sector has flow-on effects on the other. Where solar-powered
irrigation technology is gaining popularity around the world, and governments are encouraging policies to facilitate
the use of renewable energy sources, such as solar energy. My research is going to explore the challenges or the
influence of solar water pumps which may cause great competition between with Traditional pumps in terms of
quality, cost, duration of use and etc. in irrigation which leads to confusion of farmers in preferring one of them. This
problem lays the difficulty changing in a farmer mind-set easily. The effect of solar water pumps on people in Oman
with sunny days and plenty of water on their grounds, focus on methods and strategies of people in deal with solar
water pumps, study statistics in both solar pumping water and traditional pumps. In my study, I focus on solar water
pumps. So, I do research for different articles from different researchers that’s related and concern to my study which
is “solar water pumps especially for irrigation “. There is a growing need for it because it has many features which
make it attractive as an alternative source of power for water pumping. It is clean, as it produces no carbon emission,
it generates no noise, and it has low operational and maintenance cost. This study focuses on statistics for both solar
water pumps and traditional pumps in the field of agriculture and comparing each of them in the irrigation process
and its development. The methodology to use a questionnaire with those people who always use water pumps the
matters of their lives specially irrigation. Data to be collected using questionnaire and will be analysed and convert
the result into numbers in graphs to finalize and get the comparison between solar water pumps and traditional
pumps. Solar pumps are evidently seen as efficient, environmentally friendly way to produce and supply water
demands of many domestic and commercial purposes. Where that they can be easily installed and do not require
heavy maintenance. Additionally, these pumps can survive long periods, so that the benefit made on it outweighs
the initial set up costs. In other words, in the future the use of solar pumps will be more dependent on than traditional
ones, and in multiple fields not only in irrigation.
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[41]

Title of Paper: Impact of Internet Technology on the Social Behavior Issues among Children in
Al Batinah Governorate During 2020-2021
Author(s): Rahma Fahad Al Amari, Amaal Nasser Al Shamkhi & Rithaa Salim Al Briki
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Shinas

Abstract: The Internet has many advantages that it provided to people, but also there are disadvantages to this fierce
technology that left nothing to the features except and devoured it, as we see many problems that the Internet
causes, especially for children before adults, many children are entering the world of the Internet more closely to
addiction, Some families may ignore this problem, thinking that the Internet has great benefits for children as it is a
distinct source of information and education. However, children spending long hours in front of the Internet without
awareness or control makes them vulnerable to deviation and may put them in big problems. It is also considered a
negative social technology that helps to keep people apart, because the more hours people spend on the Internet,
the less they communicate with their families, and the less their circle of acquaintance becomes. Also, the increased
use of this technology, may raise feelings of psychological frustration and loneliness. Our findings show that the
negative impact of internet technology on a child can be reduced through effective family care, integrating the child
into society, and helping the child make friends.
[42]

Title of Paper: Challenges of Distance Education in Higher Educational Institutes in Oman
Author(s): Amna Al Mahmoodi, Amna Al Rahbi, Lubna Al Battashi, Suha Al Kindi,
Maryam Ali Al Hinai
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Muscat

Abstract: Covid-19 affected our lives in many ways. Higher education institutes had to adopt distance education as
a mode of study to sustain the learning process after a period of interruption due to the pandemic. The purpose of
this research is to present the challenges that Omani students face with distance education during the pandemic. We
based our research on a questionnaire. The number of participants was 100 university students from the Sultanate
of Oman during the outbreak of the Corona pandemic. For data collection, a 5-point questionnaire with 10 items was
used. The average and standard deviation analysis and data testing were performed in google forms and excel
programs. Based on our findings, the challenges facing students are due to the availability of devices and the poor
Internet connection. In addition, lecturers, and students’ abilities to deal with technology and educational platforms
are among the challenges.
[43]

Title of Paper: The Effect of Online learning on Student’s Health and Emotions
Author(s): Arwa Rashid Al Shuaili, Ahoud Al Waleed Alabri, Maryam Ali Al Hinai
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Muscat

Abstract: Early 2020 changed the traditional methods of education. Covid-19 forced universities have switch to online
learning. This decision was important to ensure that the educational services are continued during the pandemic.
Despite its effectiveness in delivering education, online learning can affect students negatively. In this research we
studied the effect of online learning on student’s health and emotions. The method followed in this study was
questionnaire. The participants were among university level students. The data was collected from 100 students to
know how much that the online learning can affect the student’s health and emotions In addition, students were
asked about their opinion on how to reduce the negative effects of online learning on the student’s health and
emotions. Data was analyzed using statistical analysis. The study shows that the student’s health and emotions was
affected in many ways. Physical effect was reported such as back ache as well as emotional effects including anxiety.
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Finally, students suggested providing training sessions before starting the online courses to help students coping with
stress, reduce the number of hours spent/dedicated for online learning and practice good ergonomics to students
working area.
[44]

Title of Paper: Package Tour or Self-Organized Tour - A Descriptive Research on Omani
Customers’ Satisfaction
Author(s): Mawada Humaid Rashid Al Abri, Vinu Sherimon
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Muscat

Abstract: Tourism and travel are among the largest industries in the world, contributing $ 8.9 trillion to global GDP
and it provided 330 million jobs, 1 in 10 jobs around the world in 2019. However, tourists follow two main options
when it comes to planning a trip. The first is to take a ready-made package through travel offices and the second is
planning the trip by oneself which is called self-organized trips. Each type has multiple advantages and
disadvantages. In this study we will discover which type is the most popular and preferred nowadays and why. Several
factors, including gender, age, marital status, and their influence on the choice of travel package were studied. An
online survey was distributed among people in different regions of Oman. Non-probability sampling method were
used to collect data from the participants. The results of this research show that most of the people prefer package
tours from tourist offices and companies. The results are consistent with the hypothesis that package tours are best
suited for old people because they are more in need of care during their travels. The results also agreed with the
hypothesis that newly-weds prefer package tours due to their search for well-budgeted completed trips. The results
showed that gender does not affect the choice of package tours or Self-organized tour, which led our theory to be
analyzed and that women have become more open to travel. Our hypothesis was that organized tours are cheaper
and more educated, which is confirmed by our results. This is because travel agencies have contracts with hotels and
airlines and have experienced tour guides. So, participants believe that package tours are cheaper, more educated
and arranged.
[45]

Title of Paper: Design and Fabrication of Modified Plasma Cutting Machine
Author(s): Muntasar Nasser Aamir, Sloum Al Manji
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Ibra

Abstract: The primary objective of this project is upgrade of CNC Plasma Cutting Machine which is used to cut sheet
metal include steel, aluminum brass, copper and stainless steel with tri-Axis of direction by use CAD software. In
addition, in Oman many of small & intermediate company use traditionally machine to cut sheet that’s need more
time to finish primary work of productivity. Also the ingredient of our project have been collected from the
surrounding environment to develop and recycle the wasted steel in a new beneficial invention. The safety is very
necessary for the use of the machine in the process of cutting which We must put protective shield and it is made of
fiber material compared to the previous one of safety is very poor and production also is very less. The base of
machine is fabricated to hold the all devices on this project and assembled together by series process, it’s able to fix
new torch holding and motor with lead screw attached on base The torch holding is fabricated to carry nozzle is
contact with the work piece has electrode it delivers sufficient heat to melt through the work piece. At the same time
compressed gas blow the hot molten metal away. Also, Sensor is a small device that can detect some type of input
like, heat, light, pressure, motion etc. In the existing system there were only three sensors that can sense the
movement of the machine. They were used to stop the machine when it moves more than its limit in two directions.
In new system the machine can move in three directions so, we add new sensors. Sensors will help the machine to be
safer.
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[46]

Title of Paper: Constructed Wetland Model for Wastewater
Author(s): Abir Suweilem Sultan Al Maqbali, Abdullah Ahmed Salim Al Mammari, Maria Rajesh
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Shinas

Abstract: Wastewater treatment methods require sophisticated technologies and many numbers of labor for their
operation and maintenance also, these systems have huge construction and costs. Therefore, this paper summarizes
an environmentally friendly technology for treating wastewater by natural method with many advantages, which is
wetland model. Wetland model are designed ecosystem, which utilizes both complex and ordinary interactions
between supporting media, macrophytes, and microorganisms to treat almost all types of wastewater. They are lowcost, have a low energy-consumption, low maintenance, are easily operated and they provide effective treatment
and it have potential for creating biodiversity. In constructed wetland system plants, microorganisms, substrate
media and different flow types play important roles in the removal of pollutants from the wastewater. However,
microorganisms play the most crucial role in the transformation and mineralization of nutrients and organic
pollutants. The treated water from wetland system can be reused in many uses, such as irrigation, showering,
washing, in industries, etc.
[47]

Title of Paper: Studisk
Author(s): Anwaar Nasser Salim Al Battashi, Bayan Issa Said Al Maawali
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Muscat

Abstract: Since we are now at the beginning of the fourth industrial revolution, which is based on the emergence of
electronic physical systems, cloud storage is the best solution. This allows individuals and enterprises to outsource
data backup storage to remote cloud providers at a low cost. On the other hand, customers must impose security
guarantees on their cloud storage. That are what we studied in our project to implemented in the second stage of
the project. Moreover, we do deep research about the strategies and technique that we can put it in our system to
provide a good service to the customers in terms of security. Based on the analysis of previous and well-known
projects in this field. This is to try to avoid their negatives by trying to solve them and take advantage of their positives
and try to apply them in our project. So, based on extensive use of cloud backup, combined with urgent need to
information security. In this project, we design and implement a backup system for end-users (StuDisk) to ensures
the confidentiality, integrity, authentication, availability and accountability of the data. We present the project to
University of Technology and Applied Science students, who we see as the most appropriate target group now. where
they are suffering from problems such as: Loss of files due to unintended errors, archiving problem, the lack of a
secure backup system and high prices of the currently available packages. StuDisk will offer a secure backup system
with new layers of protection, such as 2FA, OTP, Encryption Protocol: AES 256-bit, In-Transit Encryption, At-Rest
Encryption and Zero Knowledge.
[48]

Title of Paper: Enhancing Secure File Transfer System
Author(s): Abdullah Alshukaili, Ahmed Alhasani, Shaima Al Hashmi,Ajith vathakat Abraham
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Muscat

Abstract: In traditional ways of sharing sensitive documents, most people share their papers physically or through
social media applications. To deliver these documents or files from source to destination, it needs a person to take
that files and give them to the intended person; this may take time, and of course, there will be a delay from the
receiver side. When files are with the delivery guy, information may get leakage while it is being transferred in some
cases. In addition, nowadays, most people live in different areas, and they need to use social media applications such
as Email, WhatsApp, and Google Drive to share sensitive documents because it is the easiest way. Some people are
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not having that much awareness of what is happening while their sensitive data are transmitted. In between, maybe
a man in the middle would intercept the sent file and read or modify the content. Now implementing a secure way
to transfer sensitive information over the internet is better than the traditional way. Designing an MVC architecture
using PHP as a back-end language will avoid interacting with the database directly. Moreover, in terms of sending
files through the website, the system will automatically encrypt the file using the RSA algorithm. The RSA algorithm
does not need to share the decryption key as it is a type of asymmetric algorithm; this is the main reason for using
this type of encryption. On the other hand, to improve the system's security, the mobile application will participate
in this project as it will be linked to the website's database to use the two-factor authentication mechanism. Using
this way of transferring data will save time and ensure that the security goals are achieved: confidentiality, integrity,
and availability.
[49]

Title of Paper: Designing an Open Source Firewall
Author(s): Fatma Al Malki, Buthaina Al Hinai
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Muscat

Abstract: In terms of the internet's impact on our daily lives in today's world, the firewall is the primary method of
securing networks. In a standard firewall, many organizations face some problems. In a traditional firewall, many
organizations face some issues. The configuration of the open-source firewall is easier than the hardware firewall,
and it will let you access the code at any time, and it is easy to use. We discuss the firewall meaning, the component,
and elements involved in the firewall like firewall rule, authentication, and traffic monitoring in the literature review.
We then discuss how the firewall works, Other related technology, and other information like why the firewall is
important and firewall protection rules. Also, we wrote about related work. and we mention four features in our
project: packet filtering, gateway antivirus, VPN and firewall rule and policy. we do our application by using python
as a programming language in the Windows operating system. Securing networks is a significantly challenging task,
while the number of attacks is increasing, so the need for the firewall is important. In this paper, we tried to reduce
the firewall cost and eliminate the space by providing an open-source firewall. We choose this project because the
technology has been developed, and the use of an open-source firewall is required, and many organizations will
require this type of firewall. We aim to eliminate firewall hardware usage, reduce the cost, avoid physical space, and
the objective for this project to access the code any time and easy to install.
[50]

Title of Paper: Secure File Transferring System
Author(s): Aysha Al Wahaibi, Ajith Abraham
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Muscat

Abstract: Nowadays the important of security field is improving over web application /internet, as the users enter a
sensitive data. So, cryptography is one of the most important tools for providing a security for protecting the sensitive
data by using two techniques which are encryption and decryption. I came with this project to focus on how the files
will securely transfer between the clients on the website. As I discussed the meaning of SFTP in introduction. Then I
explained the method of transferring the file on lecturer review with other related technology. I also identify each
process that is happened within my website. In this paper I tried to create a secure area for sharing the secret files
and to generate an automatically strong password to protect the shared files. As I implemented a website which
responsible for sharing an encrypted file by using different programming language like HTML, CSS, and PHP that
hosted locally through XAMPP server in a windows OS. The method of transferring the file securely between two
clients, both supposed to connect to a secure file transfer server to provide an authentication. The shared files are
protected by implemented AES symmetric algorithm to encrypt the file with a strong password. While the password
of encrypted file is shared securely between the clients by implemented RSA asymmetric algorithm. As the result of
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my project, the file was encrypted and successfully sent to another client with strong password. In addition, during
decryption, the file was successfully decrypted. Finally, the recommendations to use the website securely, the users
must share the password with receiver only and delete the file from the pc after done with it.
[51]

Title of Paper: SQL Injection Prevention System
Author(s): Abeer Al Saadi, Ruqaiua Al Blushi, Shaima Al Hashmi
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Muscat

Abstract: All Personally identifiable information is information related to things like bank accounts, retirement or
stock investment accounts, credit card accounts. There is a huge need for protecting this information stored in
databases that are connected to the omnipresent, global network that is the Internet. If there is a vulnerability in the
security of a system that holds PII, it opens the door for an attacker to access this PII. SQL injection is one of the
techniques available to would-be information thieves (SQL-I). in this project, the system has been created to analyse
the values submitted by the user and look for possible attack patterns. once the system finds a similar pattern it
blocks the attack, notifies the administrator, and makes a record of this activity. also the system provides prevention
like sanitize the user input and remove any special character the attacker enters to manipulate the system. as well
as, it will use Partially Effective Measures method for escaping any single quotation marks within user input by
doubling them. the system requires using the defenes-in-depth method and parameterized queries for effectively
creating s secure system from SQL-I attacks . (Feasel, 2014). In this project, the system has been created to analyse
the values submitted by the user and look for possible attack patterns. once the system finds a similar pattern it
blocks the attack, notifies the administrator, and makes a record of this activity. also the system provides prevention
like sanitize the user input and remove any special character the attacker enters to manipulate the system. as well
as, it will use Partially Effective Measures method for escaping any single quotation marks within user input by
doubling them. the system requires using the defence-in-depth method and parameterized queries for effectively
creating s secure system from SQL-I attacks. (SQL Injection, 2021)
[52]

Title of Paper: Data Backup System with Integrity
Author(s): Nasra Alkindi, Kawther AL Hosni, Ajith Abraham
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Muscat

Abstract: In terms of the depending of the technologies for storing our data, the data backup is the primary method
of securing and maintain the data from any looseness. People can make a backup by saving files on a hard drive or
on a local drive, this way of making backup make you in a high potential risk, it easily can be to loss files by crashing
it or when any natural disaster happened. Based on that, we will implement backup and recovery system with a high
Security, which we called it “data backup system”, this can meet the need of file system backup for enterprise, and it
can achieve high performance and scalability. We discuss the data backup meaning, and why it is used in the
literature review. Then we discuss how the data backup it works, other related technology, and other information
like AES encryption algorithm, privacy and integrity. In addition, we wrote about related work. Moreover, we mention
four features in our project: Global compression algorithm, hashing for redundancy check, encryption using AES and
Indexing. We will start coding our application using PHP as a programming language in the Windows operating
system. Securing data is a significantly challenging task, while the number of accidents of loss of data is increasing,
so the need for the data backup is essential. In this project, we tried to minimize the cost of data backup, use quick
data backup mechanism and maintain the security of data backup by providing (Privacy and integrity). We choose
this project because the depending on technology is increasing, and the use of data backup is required. We aim to
eliminate loss of data, reduce the complexities and avoid manipulating of data and the objective for this project
ability to back up the data any time.
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[53]

Title of Paper: Securing Data Using Cipher Decode and Encode Tool
Author(s): Ahood Khalid Al Yaarubi, Azhar Saleh Al Shuraiqi
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Muscat

Abstract: These days there are many people and organizations that have sensitive data. And in the meantime, a lot
of eavesdroppers and hackers have spread to steal personal data. People are looking for a way to protect their data
and they need technician to preserve this information. Also the integrity data and confidentiality is very important to
make sure that your data are not stolen. We found a number of sites on how to protect data from theft or violation.
we came with this project which focus on provide encryption and description services for the people who have
sensitive data that is needed to be protected. When the data is encrypted even when unauthorized users get access
to it they can’t edit, change or read the content of the data. So, data privacy, integrity and confidentiality is achieved.
This site is easy to use as provide a simple user interface and navigations where the user will choose the kind of
service they want. So the user no need to be an expert or know in details about the encryption and decryption
techniques. So any one can use this website to secret the data. The user can encrypt text, file, and image. Also the
user must register to login in the website by enter username or password. but if the user first time use the website
he/she must do sign up to register by typing user’s details (email, username and password). When the encryption or
decryption process ends, the user receives a message to confirm that the operation was successful. (Saraireh, 2013)
[54]

Title of Paper: Keylogger Detecting System
Author(s): Amna, Malak
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Muscat

Abstract: In the last two decades, cybercrime, also known as computer-related crime, has increased dramatically.
One of the fastest-growing fields of technical infrastructure growth is the Internet. Information and communication
technologies (ICT) are ubiquitous today, and the movement toward digitization is accelerating. The need for Internet
and electronic access has contributed to the introduction of computer technology into goods that previously did not
need it, such as cars and buildings. Electricity supply, power networks, armed forces, and logistics – nearly all modern
services rely on the use of ICTs. Technology's effect on society extends well beyond the establishment of basic
information infrastructure. Malware is software that steals data or causes harm to a device. Key loggers, spyware,
adware, rootkits, and other malicious software fall under this category. In a nutshell, it is a program that was created
with the intent of harming or exploiting people's computers, particularly those that are connected to the Internet.
Computers are being used almost everywhere to complete everyday tasks. Input devices, such as a keyboard or
mouse, are used to provide data to computers. It is just as important to keep an eye on input devices as it is to keep
an eye on users' logging activity. A keylogger, also known as a keystroke logger, is a software or hardware system
that records all a user's keystrokes. Since the keylogger runs in the background, the user is unaware of its existence.
This project will utilize the Client Honeypot and Server Honeypot techniques, all of which are based on the Honeypot
monitoring base structure. When we open any website and type our personal details, such as when we want to send
an email via the Outlook website, the Honeypot monitoring base detects the keylogger. Then uninstall the keylogger
that is currently installed.[1]
[55]

Title of Paper: BLOCK-FQ: A Blockchain Based Food Quality Assurance System
Author(s): Mammen Jacob Ambrayil, Prejith Prasanna Kumar, Thomas P George,
Sandhra Merin Sabu, Gokulnath. G
Affiliation: Saintgits College of Engineering, Kerala, India
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Abstract: Food Quality refers to the features and characteristics of a food product that is acceptable to consumers
and meets their expectations, value for money, conforms to the required specifications, and is profitable to the
company. These things are evaluated to try and minimize potential contamination and issues with widespread
illnesses. The factors causing the contamination of the food may threaten the safe consumption of it and thereby
make the foods harmful to human health. The paper aims to bring about a systematic measure and thus ensure best
quality food. Currently, the food quality assurance is done manually by government authorized agencies or by the
food and safety department. By integrating IoT with blockchain technology along with data analytics, the paper
discusses the properties like transparency and immutability. A supply chain mechanism is integrated into our project
for quality assurance. Using IoT devices, mainly RFID, the food products can be traced from the manufacturing point
to the product delivery, including cooked food in the hotel. The details of the food products reaching the hotel will be
updated into the blockchain via the created web interface; this interface will also serve as the inventory management
mechanism of the hotel. The blockchain will be updated on a daily basis according to product consumption. The shelf
life of food products are calculated and alarmed to officials in case of disparities via the web interface itself. The
general public is provided with a mobile application which ranks the hotels in a particular locale based on the quality
assurance mechanism and user reviews. BLOCK-FQ solves the issue of corruption and bureaucracy in the current
system which is unreliable for a customer. It also allows people to trace the source of the food items as people around
the world are becoming more aware of health and fitness.
[56]

Title of Paper: Integration of Blockchain Technology with Smart School Bus
Author(s): Ahmed Salim Adim Al Nabhani, Mohamed Khalfan Nasser Mohamed Al Kindi,
Vinu Sherimon
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Muscat

Abstract: It is significant for every school to have a reliable and secure transportation service to guarantee the safety
of the students. This helps the school administration to effectively manage their bus fleet and reduce any potential
disaster to the students and the parents. we all have heard of this sentence recently. “A young boy died after he was
forgotten inside a bus for several hours”. Children who are begin forgotten in school buses because of the
unawareness of the school bus driver and the slow reaction from the parents and school to this. This study aimed to
provide a systematic monitoring device to prevent such an accident occurs using the proposed monitoring device.
The proposed system will monitor the bus’s seats if there is any child is left in the bus and the bus is switched off, the
driver will be notified immediately. The prototype is designed using the Internet of Things (IOT) technology. The
NodeMCU used as the brain of the system where it connected with an ultrasonic sensor. This sensor is responsible to
detect any object based on the programable setting, the prototype will send an SMS message to both the driver and
the school in case any student was left behind. However, the implementation of blockchain will be by using Ledger
Nano S device, which allow using ERC-20 to create Smart contract creation. Blockchain will start tracking immediately
when the bus turned on and will add participant for each of the passengers automatically by detect the locations
using A9G chip to get the location of the bus and will make a chain by adding new passengers to the ledger.
Integrating Blockchain technology with IoT can provide safe and secure transportation systems. Smart School Bus
System with Blockchain focuses on security of children as childcare is one of the most important duties for parents or
guardians, especially if their children are at school. The proposed system can be implemented in various ways for
example school buses or normal transportation vehicles. The proposed system can help school management digitize
the drivers (the ones who will sign for smart contracts) data to the blockchain network which can eliminate the need
of unnecessary paperwork. In addition, parents can monitor their children whereabouts or view where the buses are
headed even if they are outside home. The proposed system will allow for better transparency in school
transportation with parents or guardians which can massively reduce the risk of children forgotten in buses.
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[57]

Title of Paper: IoT Based Smart Door System
Author(s): Ayah Said Al Shajibi, Noor Ahmed Darwish
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Salalah

Abstract: Covid-19 is a global pandemic and a threat that threatens the life of humanity this year. As it spreads very
quickly among people in a short time, the number of infected people in the Sultanate of Oman on one day reached
nearly 3,000 people. And when security men were placed in public places to check private temperatures, security
men became more tired when checking everyone's temperature, and they would be more likely to contract covid19
if someone was infected with the covid19 virus approached them to test it. Remote temperature radar is often
effective because it measures skin temperature, not normal body temperature. People became afraid to go to these
public places until the number of customers in malls decreased due to their fear of contracting the Covid-19 virus.
Because of this, we are developing a smart door system based on IoT. This project aims to protect our society from
the spread of covid19 since smart devices have become a part of human life. The system will check the temperature
of people approaching the entrance to the building. If the person's temperature is below 37 degrees, a green light
will appear and the system will ask the person to disinfect their hands after sterilizing the door will open when the
person enters the building, the door will be closed. If the temperature is above 37 degrees, a red light will flash with
a beep. This person has symptoms of the coronavirus, and the voice guidance system will ask the person to take a
covid19 test, and the door will remain closed. This smart door is a new technology that will work with the Internet of
Things. The IoT-based smart door system will help the community to keep it healthy by checking its temperature and
banishing the person with symptoms of covid19. And we have designed and developed a smart door system based
on IoT to protect community health from any diseases especially covid19. All concepts learned about the Internet of
Things, implementation, and management of the Raspberry Pi microcontroller remote monitoring system were
implemented. With the help of IoT technology, we can monitor and control the system from anywhere in the world.
the description of our project. In this project, we use 5 sensors which are temperature sensor to check the
temperature of the person, a motion sensor to identify the person, IR for detecting the person sanitize or not, a Liquid
sensor to check the level of sanitizer liquid, and Motion sensor to check the person entered the building. also, we
need speakers to inform the person after checking it is like an alarm. then the result will show on a small screen to
allow to go inside or not. The smart door system will be installed near the main entrance of the building. The system
will be connected to the main door. When a person comes near to the door of the building a motion sensor will detect
them and automatic voice recording will guide the person to stand in a circle in front of the temperature sensor.
[58]

Title of Paper: Smart City Waste Management System using IOT
Author(s): Abdul Rahman Hassan Juma Al Marzouqi, Abdul Hameed Kalifullah
Affiliation: International Maritime College, Oman

Abstract: A Smart city uses advanced electronic methods to improve the operational efficiency and provides a
comfort life to the people. The biggest challenge in these cities will be the waste management. Several techniques
exist for waste collection and recycling. An efficient waste management system is required to for maintaining the
clean and green environment. In this paper, we propose an IoT and Cloud enabled Efficient waste management
System for smart cities in which the garbage bin is equipped with various sensors to classify the wastes and sense
the level of garbage.
[59]

Title of Paper: The Positive Impact of Technology on Omani Children
Author(s): Eman Abdullah Hamdan Mohsin Al Hamhami, Athar Said Hamed Hamood Al Siyabi,
Rahab Said Rashid Said Al Dhuhli, Vinu Sherimon
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Muscat
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Abstract: Technology has become an inevitable part of our everyday lives. It is impossible to detach our children from
whatever possibilities can be found in this technology. The parents are worried and have concern about their children
dealing with technology. The parents themselves are responsible to find the best ways for the children to safely
communicate with technology. To achieve that this research investigates how technology influences our children,
and how to utilize the suitable use of technology. We used a survey approach to collect the data from the children
and their parents. The type of sampling design which is used is the probability random sampling technique. Most of
the respondents affirmed that they have learned new Arabic words from the Internet. Technology has led to improve
religious programs interaction among Omani children as well as the minority youth. The study suggests that the
advantages of technology outweigh its disadvantages, thus the government in conjunction with the parents should
ensure each school-going child to be technologically empowered. However online content should be constantly
tracked and regulated to ensure children are not exposed to unethical content such as pornography.
[60]

Title of Paper: Internet of Things (IoT) Health
Author(s): Yousuf Naser Al Hussaini
Affiliation: Arab Open University, Muscat

Abstract: Internet of things (IoT) is an interrelated internet-connected system of objects that allows collection and
transferring of data over a wireless network without human intervention. IoT has been contributing a lot towards
the caring of elderly people. They require proper health care and monitoring. The main objective of our work is to
design a health-based monitoring system and a fall detection system that sends alert to the user in case of any
variation from the normal condition. The health-based monitoring system comprises of sensors that measures heart
rate, SpO2 level and body temperature. In this system along with the GSM module, we are using a third-party API to
send the alerts.
[61]

Title of Paper: Light Pollution Monitoring System
Author(s): Najlaa Soud Al Maqbali, Amna Abdullah Al Rahbi, Rachana Marathe
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Muscat

Abstract: Plastic in the oceans, greenhouse gases in the air, chemicals in agricultural soil ... these are the types of
pollution that affect the environments that are covered in many international media. But we often forget an
important form of environmental damage, light pollution. Since its effects are not direct, such as air or water
pollution, we do not notice them often, but the abundance of lights in our time may harm health, the environment
and our way of life. Light pollution is the brightness of the night sky caused by streetlights and other man-made
sources, which has a disruptive effect on natural cycles and prevents the observation of stars and planets.
Fortunately, this type of pollution is much easier to deal with and fix. In addition, this phenomenon must be properly
controlled and monitored, and it is imperative to work on finding a suitable solution for it to protect the environment
and living organisms in particular. In this project, an IoT-based method for monitoring light pollution, assessing light
pollution and minimizing artificial lighting. In the system, we use a light pollution sensor (BH1750) that detects the
level of light pollution. The temperature, humidity and LDR sensor are also used to reduce the use of artificial lights.
The BH1750 sensor reading will appear using the 16x2 I2C LCD. When the level of light pollution reaches the level of
danger, an alert and a notification will be issued to reduce the lights. Then, the data will be analyzed and presented
in the form of a chart using the Blynk app. The Blynk app is also designed to be associated with a GPS system to find
out which area has a high percentage of light pollution. Moreover, we are developing a mobile app to show all
readings like time, date and light pollution rate.
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[62]

Title of Paper: Role of 3D Narrative Game Experience during Pandemic and Social Isolation
Author(s): Toka Ahmed Awad Haroun, Raza Hasan, Vikas Rao Naidu
Affiliation: Middle East College, Muscat

Abstract: The industry of game development has become a very prominent and immersive medium of storytelling
and entertainment. This is the result of their ability to engage the player in the plot, narrative, and gameplay. The
aim of this research is to propose the design and development of an atmospheric narrative driven game that uses
puzzle solving and horror elements to offer a thrilling and immersive experience for young adults and relief stress
during social isolation. The game will be developed in 3D using Unreal Engine. It will solve issues found in modern
adventure-horror games by applying the findings of the recent studies in game development to improve player
experience and increase immersion. A data analysis was done with 36 participants to understand their gaming habits,
preferred genre, and whether or not playing video games has helped them cope with social isolation and relief stress.
The result show that the majority of the participants agree that playing video games helped relief stress during the
lockdown and found that the initial game idea for the proposed project is interesting to play. The project has been
planned according to the Agile model and requirements of the project have been identified through the findings of
literature review, observation of games, and the data analysis. These requirements have been periodized according
to MoSCoW prioritization to avoid scope and feature creep. Finally, a functional prototype has been designed using
3Ds Max and Unreal Engine to help understand the project features for the design and implementation stage.
[63]

Title of Paper: Smart Devices
Author(s): Nidaa Hilal Al-Shanfari
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Salalah

Abstract: Smart devices have become a part of human life. I will be trying to develop a Smart Fridge. This project
aims to help households to easily manage their food items inside the refrigerator. It will also try to link an online
ordering system from this Smart Fridge. I will use three sensors in this project temperature, weight and barcode
Sensor / RFID. I will try to develop a smart technology to develop a new way to save inventory, expiry date and check
temperature inside the fridge. I want family’s buying food and store it in the refrigerator in a different perspective,
and that is a smart way. We expect that this new technology will be smart, and helpful for the households. Smart
Fridge can provide a lot of things. It can provide essential information about food storage. It can give an accurate
inventory of all the food items inside. And it will somehow save energy and protect the environment. We expect that
this fridge will gain its popularity because of the features it can offer. I know there are difficulties in my project, some
of difficulties secure our project and design project. The design of my smart fridge will be a smart screen in the fridge
door and it has an inventory system also. Inside the fridge we will have a basket. Each basket has a name of a food
item (you should save every type in this place). in packet tracer I need to change weight sensor and use RFID reader
to read the weight for items for example we will take a tomato as an example. if its 1 KG it’s no issues but if its 1/4
KG then it takes an action, send a notification for user that tell him you not have enough tomato. Also, weight sensor
it helps the system to know if the food item will finish or not. All the items have a barcode, we have a barcode scanner
in the fridge door to scan items, it will save expiry date and save name of item in the inventory system. also, I use
temperature to take the value from fridge for example i placed 15 degrees Celsius as a degree of risk. If the
temperature reaches more than 15 degrees, the system sends a notification to the user till him temperature is more.
In the last, I used the alarm in the refrigerator to change the color red when it was a problem with the weight of the
food, the expiration date, and also the temperature. We will try to participate in the research paper to be able to
prove our idea to international companies such as LG, Samsung and others. Because people have an interest in
modern technologies and the smart home, and the refrigerator is one of the important appliances in the home. And
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in some refrigerator research papers I found that there is a lot of interest in making a smart refrigerator with a good
price for families. I think there will be more interest in refrigerators soon, so I made a research paper to develop a
smart refrigerator.
[64]

Title of Paper: The Impact of Smart Homes on Electricity Consumption
Author(s): Mohammed Said Khamis Al Balushi
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Muscat

Abstract: As more smart devices are integrated into homes, the demand of electricity has steadily increased which
has led to a higher electric bill throughout the last few years reported by many consumers. Many people realised that
smart appliances require more electricity, which in turn brings higher electricity bills. This research paper aims to
explore the relationship between smart homes and electricity consumption and why energy consumption has risen
throughout the last few years. Our research will explore how Omanis are affected because of the recent increase in
energy consumption and what citizens think of it. We will be using a correlational method where we observe the
relationship between the use of smart homes and energy consumption, how and why they affect each other. This
method is the best method in this scenario since we are comparing two different variables and how they affect each
other. We will be using a mixture of Primary data and Secondary data. For our primary data, we will be using a
qualitative approach where we interview different engineers involved in the eco-house. For our Secondary data, we
will be gathering it from different research. Our type of analysis would be Inferential analysis or statistical analysis,
as we would obtain electricity readings and other variables, we would like to be able to measure the mean of
electricity consumption over periods of time or conduct measures of relationship between conventional households
and smart households.
[65]

Title of Paper: Smart Vibration Based Energy Harvesters Designs
Author(s): Hassen M Ouakad
Affiliation: Sultan Qaboos University, Muscat

Abstract: Vibrating electro-mechanical based devices has reached a certain level of maturity that, nowadays, they
are being used in numerous daily-used machines ranging from all kinds of sensors in automobiles to inertial sensors,
accelerometers, and gyroscopes in the recent video games and smart mobile phones. Therefore, with the increasing
demand for sensors and actuators of distinguishing functionalities such as: large stroke, self-powering, selfcalibration, high tunability, etc…, these systems are expected to remain the exclusive technology in this regard for
the coming years. However, with this growing demand come great challenges that these structures would have to
withstand such as: the pull-in instability, all sort of internal resonances, auto-parametric resonances, mode
localization, etc. Indeed, nonlinear phenomenon in miniaturized structures has gathered significant attention over
the past few years due to the potential to developing ultra-highly sensitive sensors. These nonlinear phenomena can
range from the confinement of vibration energy to one of the modes of the coupled system in response to an external
stimulus. Another phenomenon that is closely related in coupled systems exhibiting mode localization is the
eigenvalue curve veering. Veering occurs when frequencies of two linearly coupled modes approach each other and
deviate away interchanging the path trajectories as an external control parameter is varied. In the veering zone the
respective mode-shapes of the two modes are affected by each other and get hybridized. In this talk, nonlinear
phenomenon for energy harvesting will be discussed and explored for a several electro-mechanical structures and
more specifically MEMS structures.
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[66]

Title of Paper: Steganography
Author(s): Rawdha Hilal Al Kindi, Zahra Khalfan Al Rahbi, Shaima Juma Al Hashmi
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Muscat

Abstract: Information or data is a very crucial resource” (Parikh, Sarang; Sanjay, H A; Shastry, K. Aditya; Amith, K K,
2020). With the rapid development of technology, data protection has become important. A secure transfer can be
achieved by the Steganography. Steganography is the art of hidden or covered writing (Kessler, 2004). The purpose
of steganography is to conceal the message and prevent any third party from detecting the message (A. Duluta,
2017). As much as security important, big number of internet users do not know the difference between
steganography types and the proper steganography tool and which provide more security and reliability. The need
of this tool is to make the selection of proper steganography tools easier and faster. This tool evaluates the different
types of steganography tools. With additional feature that perform different methods of scanning files and
directories. The targeted users for this tool are users who do not have enough technical or information security
background to use this tool to evaluate between different steganography tools available and estimate their level of
security and choose the suitable steganography application based on the sensitivity of information they want to hide
without need to study all tools and their mechanisms. as well as the forensic professional can use this tool to find the
best tool to hide private and important information, another feature that the user can upload any type of media to
evaluate it and check if it is safe or contains any malware. The tool contains two main features: Evaluate, Scanning.
The Evaluate feature is the main feature of the tool, that evaluates the steganography tools based on the encryption
mechanism they use. The other feature is Scanning that include four different methods to scan files and directories.
[67]

Title of Paper: Freelancing for Omani Job Seekers and Opportunities Availability for Them
Author(s): Muzna Hamdan Al Abri, Gnana Rajesh. D
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Al Mussanah

Abstract: In an evolving world of growth and development, especially in the technological field, transactions and
dealings have become many times easier than its predecessor around the world, which has provided various job
opportunities in all sectors in one country. Nevertheless, we find that countries still face the problem of
unemployment, which leads some to establish their own business, however, unfortunately, some of them end up
failing. But what if job seekers find a source to earn money while they are at home. Essentially, a freelance job is one
where a person works for themselves, rather than for a company. While freelancers do take on contract work for
companies and organizations, they are ultimately self-employed, as there are many websites to adopt freelancers.
In this research, I will discuss freelancing and how job seekers in the Sultanate of Oman can benefit from it. Also, why
are job seekers interested in starting a freelancing instead of searching for a governmental job, and what sectors and
skills include being a freelancer. As mentioned before, freelancing may be a solution for job seekers in Oman due to
the shortage of jobs recently. Many unemployed graduates have some special skills which will offer them an
opportunity to earn money and stay comfortable at home. The aim of this research is to figure out the feasibility of
freelancers for job seekers in Oman, and whether it is better than ordinary jobs in terms of wages or comfort and
psychological comfort. And, whether it requires specifications for the freelancer. The target group is the graduates
looking for a job in the field of freelancing, and what is the most popular field among them to start freelancing. This
will be done by taking a sample of job seekers in the Sultanate of Oman through a questionnaire, then analyze it in
a quantitative and qualitative manner to get knowledge on job seekers' mindset about freelancing. The expected
results are that freelancing will increase in Oman in few years, and in a short time, the awareness about freelancing
will be more among unemployed graduates.
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[68]

Title of Paper: Laundry Management System Requirements: Literature Review
Author(s): Ghaya Al Abri, Khalda Al Rahbi,
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Muscat

Abstract: Small businesses in Oman are looking for new methods to survive during the pandemic. An example of such
businesses is laundry shops. They are considering using technology to ensure continuity of their business. To identify
laundry management system, a traditional literature review was conducted. A total of 9 relevant papers were
studied. Non-of an Omani study. This suggests the importance of research customized to fit on our society
requirements. The studies were conducted between 2015 and 2020. Laundry management applications have almost
similar functionalities. The common functions are to allow customers to allow customers to select the type of service
required, schedule pickups and delivery. The studies used several requirements identification methods such as
interviews, questionnaires and observations. The results of this literature review are to be used as guidelines for the
next stage of our research.
[69]

Title of Paper: DAB - Digital Assistant for The Blind
Author(s): Arjun B. Dev, Gaby S, Ansel Basil Sunny, Ananthu Rajendran, Thomas Joseph
Affiliation: Saintgits College of Engineering, Kerala, India

Abstract: There is a lot of people who are moderately or severely visually impaired. These blind and visually impaired
are faced with a lot of challenges, when it comes to reading texts to improve their knowledge. Braille was the only
classical solution available for them. But it turned out to be inefficient. So new and improved solutions that were
efficient and better were needed. Emergence of technology like image recognition, led to advanced systems like
Optical Character Recognition and Text to Speech engines. These technologies could be configured to create digital
smart assistants that could read out textual contents from real texts. Now there exists many OCR and TTS engine
services either as open-source projects or as cloud services that are very economic for use. These technologies-based
AI driven smart assistant systems empowers the B/VI users to be independent of others for reading. Speech synthesis
technology will enable the AI systems to communicate with the blind efficiently taking advantage of the blind or
visually impaired ability to hear. Other technology like object recognition and face recognition can be interlinked with
TTS engines to provide more services. DAB or Digital Assistant for the Blind is a smart assistant shades that enables
the users to take images of texts and have that read out to them aloud. It also includes other features like object
recognition and collision detection which enables the user to recognize the objects in their path. Face detection
feature enables the user to use the shades to recognize the person in front of them provided their images are preset
for recognition. The shades will be modular and very easy to use. DAB shades will be beneficial to all visually impaired
or blind as they can reduce their dependency on other people.
[70]

Title of Paper: Need for Interactive E-learning framework during Online mode of Education
for Special Need Students: A Review
Author(s): Nethra Vaidhyanathan, Vikas Rao Naidu, Khalid Khalifa Juma Al Ismaily
Affiliation: Middle East College, Muscat

Abstract: Education in a skill every single individual deserves to attain. It can be through traditional teaching or online
teaching. Education can transform one’s life by improving skills, attitude, personality and knowledge in the right
direction. Education for a child in today’s situation is very tricky and crucial due to the global pandemic (COVID-19).
Educational methodology has become through online for the student. As education is a foundation for one’s future,
every individual deserves to equal opportunity to educate themselves. Due to the global pandemic, the normal
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students are educated through online but students with special needs aren’t able to get enough benefits due to the
lack of technological advancement in educating the children with special needs. There is no special mechanism in
many institutions for special education based on different types of disabilities. Thus, there is no existing system or
methodology for children with special needs to study using any interactive e-learning platform that too in online
mode. The research will come up with studies and findings that supports an interactive e-learning platform designed
especially for the students with special needs to get an opportunity to study using in any situation. A survey was
conducted, and more than 100 respondents gave a very positive response in favor of this research. As a conclusion,
researchers have given some recommendations for enhanced e-learning solutions in education technology which
could be customized just for these special need students.
[71]

Title of Paper: IOT-Based Smart Mountain Fire Detection and Early Warning System for Dhofar
Author(s): Noor Mohamed Ali Rafeet, Zahwa Salim Amer Al Maashani
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Muscat

Abstract: Forest and mountain fires are among the most serious environmental problems that the world faces in
recent years. As these fires spread very quickly over large areas in a short time, which leads to difficulty in controlling
and extinguishing the fire. Among the mountains that have been exposed to fires are the mountains of the Dhofar
Governorate. During the past seven years, Dhofar Governorate has been subjected to frequent fires, especially after
the autumn season in its plains and mountains, resulting from the large number of dry weeds in the mountains, as
well as by the force of the active winds that helped spread the fire. Largest fires that broke out in Dhofar were in
Madinat Al-Haq, Aram, Arzat, and other areas in the mountains. One of the reasons that made us plan for this project
is that there is no device for detecting fires in the Dhofar mountains, and the difficulty of the Civil Defense to
extinguish the fires in the mountain, and in the event of any fire, they will take a lot of time until they reach the site
of the fire. These fires result in many environmental hazards such as the emission of toxic gases such as carbon
monoxide. In addition to the damage caused to humans, plant covers and other living organisms, and the distortion
and destruction of the tourist value in those areas, based on the results caused by fires, such as environmental
problems like pollution and desertification. We are developing an IOT based system fire detection device to send
notifications if there is a fire or if it starts, this will help them detect the fire as soon as possible before the fire spreads
along the large areas, in order to keep everyone living in these mountainous areas and protect them from any
dangers caused by these fires. The aim of our project is to develop a fire detection system to detect the existence of
fire using Raspberry Pi 3 and different sensors such as: fire sensor, temperature sensor as well as PIR motion detection
sensor that will help stop the fire in the Dhofar mountains as early as possible. The project will use the Cayenne Web
Platform to control and access the devices and to store the data in cloud, ThingSpeak IOT platform services will be
used. Sensors will be used to monitor and analyze the condition of the mountains between certain periods using fire
sensor to detect the existence of fire, temperature sensor to check the temperature and the PIR sensor to sense the
movement of human, animals and objects. When a fire occurs, an alarm will be activated and notification message
will be sent to the concerned people. GPS module can be used to give the location. short message will be displayed
using LCD. GSM module will connect the project to the internet. Solar panel and battery will be used as power supply.
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[72]

Title of Paper: ISmart Garbage system based on Internet of Things for Oman
Author(s): Tasnim Mohammed, Hajer Khalifa, Rajesh R.K. Affiliation:
University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Shinas

Abstract: FInternet of Things (IoT) is a technology which connects anything in the real world to Internet. It gives
you solutions to different existing systems like Garbage management system. Improper garbage management
leads to Environmental pollution. We have seen the garbage bins kept at public places is being overflown with
waste. There is no system to properly collect the waste on time. Due to this improper waste management system,
the dustbins accumulated with waste and it creates bad smell, spread various diseases even cause viruses. All of
this resulted in the failure of existing Garbage management system. Hence we propose a new system which will
automate the garbage management system using various IoT Sensors. Our new system will promise to give back a
clean virus free environment.

*******
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POSTERS
[1]

TITLE: Restricted Area Intrusion Detection System Using Lab VIEW and Arduino Microcontroller
Author(s): Abdulaziz Mubarak AL-Hasani, Ammar Maqbool Salim AlJabri,
Babatunde Samuel Ogunleye
Affiliation: Military Technological College, Muscat

Abstract: In recent times, there has been widespread interest in the security sector as a result of numerous thefts
and the evolving methods of theft for precious and special purposes items. This has created a fearful environment
for people/ corporations that are trying to protect their country borders, and private properties. Trying to rely on
humans to inspect for intrusions in unauthorized areas is inefficient in terms of time, cost, security, and even
performance. These problems will be solved by creating a Restricted Area Intrusion Detection System that will detect
any human intrusions accurately by using a Passive Infrared Sensor (PIR) that will measure the infrared radiations
emitting from intruders' movement. This system is created by using an Arduino microcontroller and LabVIEW
software for monitoring.

[2]

TITLE: Secured Transport for School Students during COVID-19
Author(s): Al Ghaliya Wnai Khamis Al Rasbi, Bashayar Juma Siroor Al Shukaili
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Ibra

Abstract: Corona Virus (COVID’19) has spoiled the day to day activities of the entire population during the year of
2019 onwards. It spread easily among the people through day to day activities and killed many people all over the
world. It is necessary to protect our self from the infection of COVID’19. Secured transport for school students is
progressively being used to improving student's general safety during the pandemic period of COVID’19. In this
project, we used some sensors for sensing the occupation of the seat and counting that the number of seats was
occupied. If any adjacent seats are occupied, the proposed project will send a notification. And also occupied seats
will be counted and the total number of students will be displayed through LCD display.

[3]

TITLE: IOT Based Automatic Solar Panel Cleaner
Author(s): Yaseen Mubarak Almalki, Mallak Saleh Al-Hizami, Ramkumar Madhavan
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Ibra

Abstract: Internet of Things (IOT) is the technology hot spot where many researches are going on and many
inventions are done. The renewable energy is the field where almost all the countries are focusing on. Solar panels
are the major part in renewable energy field where the sun light converted into electrical energy which not only cost
effective but also environment friendly. To get sufficient electrical energy we need to implement a vast number of
solar panels. The problem here is, cleaning the solar panels periodically in order to utilize them efficiently. Our
proposed work is to identify an automatic cleaning technology for the solar panels whenever there is a dust or fog
reaches the threshold.
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[4]

TITLE: Air-Quality Management System
Author(s): Waleed Abdullah AL Hosni, Mohammed Salim Al Muwaiti, Tamilarasi
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Al Musanna

Abstract: In day-to-day life, people are facing serious problem with the air pollution. There are many toxic gases that
flows from factories to the atmosphere. In earlier days, the people were not able to identify the quality of the air
unless by some organizations involve and measure the air quality. But now, the technology is in people’s hands. They
can make any futured projects in any major and they can find any new ideas and solutions of any problem in the
world’s technology. One of solution is IoT-based project that is air quality monitoring system to monitor and notify if
there are toxic gases in that place by using some sensors. They are programmed and controlled by NodeMcu ESP8266
microcontroller. The sensor detect any kind of harmful gas like benzene and Co2. These the values will be shown in
application. The values will be shown by using the mobile app in that region.

[5]

TITLE: Gans for Medical Image Generation
Author(s): Anupriya. S, Santhosh P Mathew
Affiliation: Saintgits College of Engineering, Kerala, India

Abstract: Every day we come up with different types of medical issues which creates a great fear in our minds. When
comparing to classic algorithms and approaches been used, deep learning frameworks gained a vast attention due
to its improved performance in the ﬁeld of medical image analysis. For any framework to work well, sufﬁcient training
data is needed. But in the case of medical image analysis, sufficient training data is not available. These images can
either be produced by running simulations to augment the data or by means of neural networks using GANs.
[6]

TITLE: Petrochemical Fire Monitoring Station
Author(s): Juman Abdulah Eid Al Farsi, Rawya Juma Hamood Al Maskari , Abdul Man'am Rashid
Khalfan Salim Al Nuumani, Vimal Kumar Stephen K
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Ibra

Abstract: Among the primary reasons of devastation of petrochemical websites, particularly in the Mediterranean
region, is actual oil hanger fires. These sites, treasured and tended for long periods of time, are generally surrounded
by valuable and old vegetation or perhaps situated close to forest areas. The expansion in seasonal temperatures
has triggered an explosion in the selection of self-ignited fires in forested places, that fanned by winds fueled by dried
up vegetation start to be disastrous. Severe weather conditions such as floods or storms in addition pose greats risk
for these web sites. Beyond taking precautionary steps to stay away from forest fires, earlier warning as well as
instant response to and cultural and environmental heritage damage. Although a few technologies based on various
sensors have been recommended for wildfire surveillance, the vast majority of current fire detection methods don't
recognize the complete potential of state-of-the-art technologies as a result of the absence of an integrated solution.
[7]

TITLE: JNZ - Intelligence Security System
Author(s): Nuha Ali Al Fazari, Zamzam Juma Al Nofali, Jawaher Mohammed Al Malki
Rachappa Jopate
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Al Musanna

Abstract: Nowadays, it becomes very difficult to know what happens at our homes when we are outside and who is
trying to access our homes without our permission. Sometimes it becomes very difficult to save the lives of the victims
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because it might take too long until someone notices the case and informs the police. To overcome these difficulties,
we have used GPS, GSM technologies and block chain to identify the crime. The aim of this project is to protect
human life at smart homes and connecting it to a control room system at the police station through GPS and GSM
modem. The JNZ Intelligent security system contains a vibrating sensor and GPS and GSM modem connected to the
microcontroller. When a vibration happens, the vibration sensor will give the signal to the microcontroller, which will
send the information to the control room in the police station through GSM modem. Also, each home will be
connected to an application for the home’s user that will control the incoming and outgoing movements. With the
help of this project, information can be passed at the earliest to save the human’s life.
[8]

TITLE: Design and Development of a Smart Fire Extinguishers System
Author(s): Amani Khalifa Al Qannubi, Bashair Jamil Al Makmari, Fatma Sultan Al Dawdi
Vishnupriyan Sethumadhavan
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences (CAS), Sohar

Abstract: Fire accidents are common, undesirable occurrences endangering human lives in addition to resulting in
economic losses. The danger is more pronounced when there is no body available at the site and a fire happens. It
would be helpful if there exists an automated system that can help firefighting, without requiring human presence
at the site of the fire. This project aims at developing such a smart fire extinguisher system that is operable using a
smartphone application from anywhere. Thus, there are two distinct parts to the design- the hardware part that
includes a movable trolley that carries the fire extinguisher and additional mechanisms required to operate the
extinguisher. These mechanisms include: a screw jack enabling the up-down motion of the extinguisher, a turntable
providing angular motion of the extinguisher, mechanism to press the extinguisher handle and a camera. Design
specifications of these elements are obtained using standard design procedures and calculations, considering
constraints. For each element of the system, several possible designs are generated and the best one selected using
standard techniques of Quality Function Deployment. The software part of the system includes Arduino programming
for driving the motors, development of a smartphone application and the synchronization of the fire sensor with the
smartphone application. To the functional end, upon the occurrence of fire, a signal is sent to the user. The user, even
if away from home, can activate the system from the smartphone application. The application has tabs meant for
each direction of motion desired. Using these like a joystick, the activity can be controlled and the user can watch
the process in real time. With lesser cost and simple design, it is hoped that the proposed system would be of immense
help in the unfortunate event of a fire.
[9]

TITLE: Gas (LPG) Leakage Detector and Alarm Built on IoT
Author(s): Safiya Ali Al-Sawafi, Aisha Ali Al Alawi, Ramkumar Madhavan
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Ibra

Abstract: The Internet of Things (IoT) defines the network of physical objects that are fixed with sensors, software,
and other technologies for the purpose of connecting and exchanging data with other devices and systems over the
internet. Now a days electronic smart device uses IoT technology to avoid issues that people face day to day life. In
our project we will make smart device that can sense any gas leakage in kitchen and factories, restaurants, office
shops, etc. This device is very helpful in saving many lives by alarm and send SMS detecting of gas leakage.
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[10]

TITLE: Authorized Equality Test on Identity - Based Cipher texts for Secret Data Sharing via
Cloud Storage
Author(s): Jeevitha M A, Vani Priya S, Amreen Farzana A, Dhanya. B, S.P. Panimalar
Affiliation: Velammal Institute of Technology, Chennai, India

Abstract: Efficiently search over data encrypted with different keys is still an open problem. We propose the security
models of IBEET-FA concrete construction, which was proved to be secure under the given model based on standard
mathematical assumption. Compared with its counterpart in the PKI setting, IBEET-FA does not suffer from the
complex key management.
[11]

TITLE: Cybersecurity in Implanted Medical Devices
Author(s): Aathira Mohanan Pillai, Hari M, Jubilant J Kizhakkethottam
Affiliation: Saintgits College of Engineering, Kerala, India

Abstract: Implantable Medical Devices (IMDs) is a promising new technology in the medical field to improve the
treatment of patients. IMDs are electronic devices implanted in the human body. Traditional IMD systems fail to
cover the full spectrum of critical security features. IMDfence, a security protocol for IMD ecosystems that provides
a comprehensive yet practical security portfolio, which includes availability, non-repudiation, access control, entity
authentication, remote monitoring, and system scalability. The protocol also allows emergency access that results in
the gracefully degraded services without compromising security and patient safety. The mode of operation and its
advantages are analyzed. IMDefence have more security features than existing IMD protocols.

[12]

TITLE: Object Tracking System
Author(s): Horiya Khalfan Harith Al Busaidi, Duhai Al Shukaili
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied sciences, Nizwa

Abstract: An object tracking system is a technology that many individuals and organizations can use to view an
object's location. The place is projected into a map using coordinates obtained through a GPS tracker that operates
using satellites to send the user's current location. We use LoRa as means of communication of IoT Devices. LoRa
provides low power consumption and long-range destination. LoRa32u4 chip which connected physically with GPS
module will send the current location through radio frequency to the gateway which will receive location data and
send them to a web app. The web app primary function is to insert the object location in MySQL database. The enduser devices, via a mobile application, will display the data to the end user. The whole system consists of LoRa Node,
one LoRa gateway, a web app, and Java mobile application to display data to the end user.

[13]

TITLE: Covid19 Outbreak Analysis
Author(s): Krupa Baby, Rinku Mariyam Easo, Rose Anna Sibi, Sara Mariam Varghese,
Jerrin Sebastian
Affiliation: Saintgits College of Engineering, Kerala, India

Abstract: The website collects covid-19 data from hospitals and covid cells, which can be accessed by the Taluk office
and covid cell with their username and password. With the help of this website, people can get live updates related
to covid-19. A prediction bar is created based on the daily statistics. Since the details of the hospitals are updated in
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the website, it will be easier for the people in the Taluk office to refer the patients to other hospitals that contain
more accommodation facilities. An online token booking is provided for covid tests and patients can view their result
through our website. The main beneficiaries are the Taluk authorities and the people.

[14]

TITLE: Forensic Analysis of Privacy of Google Chrome
Author(s): Mooneesah Abeer Fatimah
Affiliation: Majan University College, Muscat.

Abstract: Web browser an essential application used by majority of users, connects users to internet. Browsers
allow users to browse navigate through web pages and perform numerous other functions such as social media,
online services etc. As a result, web browsers stores and maintain logs of information of user activities on the
system. This has resulted raising concerns over privacy which lead to the development of ‘private browsing’ mode.
This mode claims to be private by not retaining any user information and no traces of surfing. But as internet users
are increasing, cybercrimes related to the internet have increased. Criminals target browsers to commit crimes
related to internet like identity theft to confidentiality violation. Criminals have gained more awareness of private
browsing facilities and have found ways to cover up the tracks and shield their actions. The development of these
privacy features has proven to be a challenge for digital forensic investigators who try to construct the web history.
There are various browsers available, among which Google Chrome is very popular among internet user
community. Default artefacts location, history, cookies, login data, topsides, shortcuts, user profile and RAM (Live
memory Forensics) were analysed to collect artefacts from public and private mode respectively on windows
installed Google Chrome. The memory was captured using Belkasoft RAM Capture and then analysed using FTKImager, HxD and Bulk-Extractor for in-depth investigation. The results show that data was still retrievable using
various forensic tools. Among three analysis tool, bulk-extractor is best as it contains all browser artefacts
together.

[15]

TITLE: Direct Marketing in Agriculture using Blockchain
Author(s): Anagha Joji, Anu A Thomas, Ajal Sunny, Aiswarya Raj, Jubilant J Kizhakkethottam
Affiliation: Saintgits College of Engineering, Kerala, India

Abstract: To build a project using Blockchain technology which can avoid middlemen in farming sector and to
implement direct marketing between producers and consumers. This in turn will provide transparency, security and
benefit to both farmers and consumers. This will result in easy availability of crops produced by farmers to the
markets. This also will help farmers to avail more income and help consumers to get good quality products. It also
ensures that farmers do get the maximum profit from the crops produced, without the intervention of a middleman.

[16]

TITLE: Digital Assistant for the Blind
Author(s): Arjun B Dev, Ansel Basil, Gaby. S, Ananthu Rajendran, Thomas Joseph
Affiliation: Saintgits College of Engineering, Kerala, India

Abstract: Emergence of technology like image recognition, led to advanced systems like OCR and TTS engines which
could be configured to create digital smart assistants that could read out textual contents from real texts. Speech
synthesis technology will enable the machine learning systems to communicate with the blind efficiently taking
advantage of the blind or visually impaired ability to hear. DAB shades enables the users to take images of texts and
have that read out to them aloud. It also includes other features like object, face recognition and collision detection.
Face detection feature enables the user to use the shades to recognize the person in front of them provided their
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images are trained for recognition. The prototype of the system is built on a Raspberry PI module with a Python based
driver program controlling the entire operations based on the user’s toggles. These DAB empowers the B/VI users to
be independent of others and can reduce Blind/Visually-impaired depending on other people.

[17]

TITLE: Intelligent Blockchain
Author(s): Jini Shaji Varghese, Anju Pratap
Affiliation: Saintgits College of Engineering, Kerala, India

Abstract: Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Blockchain are the most trendy and revolutionary innovations. A blockchain
is a distributed, decentralized, immutable ledger used to store encrypted data. On the other hand, AI is the engine or
the “brain” that will enable analytics and decision making from the data stored. The combination of these two
technologies will give rise to a new trend to create a heterogeneous system. A blockchain is a public ledger, shared
and agreed on by all users in a distributed network. AI systems often exhibit the following behaviors associated with
human intelligence: planning, learning, reasoning, and problem solving, as well as social intelligence and creativity.
The combination of these is termed as Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO). The heterogeneous system
can be a complementary or supplementary system as well as serially and parallelly connected topology.

[18]

TITLE: Race against COVID-19 Pandemic
Author(s): Josna Rose Mathew, Liyamol K Sabu, Nikitha Mary Thomas, Phoebe Acha Punnen,
Divya Mohan
Affiliation: Saintgits College of Engineering, Kerala, India

Abstract: The COVID-19 pandemic is causing a major outbreak in more than 150 countries around the world. It is
having a rigorous impact on the health and life of many people globally. Out of the most common medical imaging
methods, chest X-ray has a wide possibility in diagnosis of COVID-19. RT-PCR and antibody testing are dominant ways
for detecting COVID-19, but sometimes negative RT-PCR results do not exclude the possibility of COVID- 19 infection.
Deep Learning techniques in Artificial Intelligence is an automated manner of testing COVID-19 from imaging
techniques. Due to the lack of availability of public images of COVID-19 patients, extra solutions like data
augmentation is implemented for automatic detection of COVID-19 from X-rays.

[19]

TITLE: Data Protection and Privacy Preserving Using Blockchain In Healthcare
Author(s): Renji Rajan, Gokulnath. G
Affiliation: Saintgits College of Engineering, Kerala, India

Abstract: Blockchain is one of the most frequently discussed methods for securing data storage and transfer through
decentralized, trust-less, peer-to-peer systems. The importance of data preservation is vital and hence discusses the
procedures for conserving and maintaining both the safety and integrity of data. The goal of data preservation is to
protect our data from being lost or destroyed and to contribute to the reuse and progression of the data. By keeping
data for an extended period by choosing durable formats, archiving files locally, and submitting data files to a data
repository. It is essential to protect and secure our data in all aspect. The proposed work discusses the security and
the privacy of health data using blockchain technology to enhance confidentiality along with the integrity and
authentication in the sharing of the health data.
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[20]

TITLE: A Novel Based Estimate for Multi-hop Associated with Grouping Issues in
Remote System
Author(s): Aishwarya. K, Haritha. U, Naveena. N, Ranjana. S. Abinaya
Affiliation: Velammal Institute of Technology, Chennai, India

Abstract: Since WSN are usually unattended and without tamper resistant hardware, they are highly susceptible to
vulnerable attacks. To address this security issue, we propose an improvement for iterative filtering techniques by
providing an initial approximation for data aggregation algorithms which makes them not only collusion robust, but
also more accurate and faster converging. We demonstrate that several existing iterative filtering algorithms, while
significantly more robust against collusion attacks than the simple averaging methods. Such algorithms
simultaneously aggregate data from multiple sources and provide trust assessment of these sources, usually in a
form of corresponding weight factors assigned to data provided by each source.

[21]

TITLE: TAG – CHAIN
Author(s): Abin Sojan, Feno Sony, Akruty Bang, Amal Shaji, Aneena Ann Alexander
Affiliation: Saintgits College of Engineering, Kerala, India

Abstract: In the modern world, philanthropy helps in economic growth as well as social capital. The charity
organizations with primary aim of social welfare and philanthropy play vital role in this sector. On the other hand, a
series of scandals have rocked the way that the public perceives the typical charity, and trust in charitable
organizations. It's no coincidence that headline- grabbing scandals in the world of philanthropy coincided with the
decline in faith toward these organizations. So we intend to aid in this sector by bringing in an application that
involves transparency and reduced cost of transferring of fund. In the application we gave priority for transparent
and genuine transaction, so we are using Blockchain technology as the integral part of the system. Blockchain
technology could help resurrect the images of charities willing to adopt its services. The Blockchain build trust with
donors, recipients, and other stakeholders reach the right people and improve administration costs and efficacy.
Show donors the difference their donation makes, acquire funds rapidly through crowd funding and hand control to
the people you help. It provides a direct means of distributing aid, ensuring direct reach to intended person. From the
project, we are trying to build an alternative fund transaction system for charity purposes.

[22]

TITLE: Analysis of DoS Attack and DIS Flooding Attack on IoT Networks
Author(s): Miaad Al Muhaijeri, Maryam Al Harbi, Rabab Al Amri, Rajasekar
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences (CAS), Sur

Abstract: Denial of service (DOS) attack is a severe threat to IoT infrastructures. Internal users or authorized users
frequently launch them in order to gain anonymity, increase network bandwidth consumption, consume system
resources, and compromise the availability of a system resource. RPL (IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low-Power and
Lossy Networks) is the default routing protocol for IPv6-based Low-Power Wireless Personal Area Networks
(6LoWPAN). Wireless Sensor Nodes or IoT devices send DODAG Information Solicitation (DIS) messages using the
RPL protocol to connect to the network. A malicious node can take advantage of this mechanism to send
unauthorized DIS messages to neighboring nodes, thereby initiating a DIS flooding attack. The DIS flooding attack
significantly increases the overhead associated with network control packets, degrades network performance, and
consumes additional power at network nodes. The purpose of this study is to determine the impact of a DoS attack
(UDP) and DIS flooding attack on an Internet of Things network by examining a variety of scenarios and test cases.
We measured the impact of DoS attacks (UDP) and DIS flooding using various parameters, including packet count,
power consumption, temperature, and average routing metric.
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[23]

TITLE: Application to reduce Mobile Addiction in Children using Machine Learning
Author(s): Ajith Kumar M, Livin Fenaya C, Pasupulleti Muni Sai Jigansh, D. Dhinakaran
Affiliation: Velammal Institute of Technology, Chennai, India

Abstract: Addiction is a chronic disease and is one of the most intractable health disorders faced around the world.
Mobile addiction is a thriving concern. Research has revealed that using mobile phones have killed 6,000 people each
year and more than 1000 were below 20. Spending too much time with mobile phone can also give children less time
to study or even move around. By using the Open CV we could obtain the real time computer vision and could also
be used to process the obtained image. Machine Learning helps us to identify the movement of the eye. By using
CNN(Convolution Neural Network) we can track a child’s focus and blink rate. A child’s focus helps us to know where
he/she is looking to, so we can only notify him when his/her focus is on the phone. Children are used to blink less
compared to adults. So blinking is very important to moisturize their eyes. Improper blinking of eyes may be serious
problem. By calculating the blink rate we could notify the parents about the upcoming problem.

[24]

TITLE: Analyzing and Monitoring the Lithium-Ion Battery using Machine Learning Algorithm
Author(s): Mani.R, Ragunath.N, Venkatesh.S, N.Jagdish Kumar
Affiliation: Velammal Institute of Technology, Chennai, India

Abstract: Lithium-ion batteries has been widely used in many applications such as cell phones, electric vehicles,
energy storage systems due to its long cycle life, high energy and high-power densities. One of the essential factors
to consider in using battery is the degradation since batteries are still expensive. Battery degradation needs to be
considered from safety perspectives to prevent explosion or the loss of life. Since the estimation of state of health
(SoH) is crucial for user safety and decision making, battery health should be estimated accurately. Active substances
affecting the output power and the available capacity of battery are reduced due to repeated chemical reactions
over time as the battery ages, and this results in performance degradation. We proposed a capacity estimation
framework for lithium-ion battery based on machine learning algorithm with multi-channel V, I, T data. By utilizing
lithium-ion battery dataset of NASA, we have analyzed the estimation results from the perspective of error indices
and capacity difference per cycle as well.

[25]

TITLE: A.I based Air quality Monitoring System for Smart Cities
Author(s): Ayah Saif Salim Al-Maqabalia, Shama Said Salah Al Jabri,
Amani Sultan Nabhan Al Risi, Syed Mehr Ali Shah
Affiliation: University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Shinas

Abstract: One of the most disturbing concerns in big cities is the air quality level, where air pollution has caused extra
deaths a year in Europe and 8.8 million worldwide [1]. Air pollution causes more extra death a year then tobacco
smoking even though smoking is avoidable, but air pollution is not. The World Health Organization emphasized that
97% of cities in low- and middle- income countries with more than 100 000 inhabitants do not meet World Health
Organization (WHO) air quality guidelines. Because of poor air quality, potential increases in health risks such as
possibility of stroke, heart disease [2], lung cancer, asthma and others as well [2], indispensably need to install an air
quality monitoring system in major big cities to ensure the air is not contaminated in consequences of air pollution
temperature will also raise our proposed system will also monitor the temperature and humidity level continuously
and this information can be shared with authority and decision makers as well as to the public through smartphones,
it will bring awareness, where the smartphone app allows people to monitor real-time data of the current air quality
level in the area. Hence, through these implementations, better quality of life can be achieved.
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